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Ž .Define a finite simple group J to be of J -type or simply J provided that J4 4
contains an involution z with
C z ; 21q 12 3 Aut Mat .Ž .J q 22
The purpose of this paper is to give the first computer-free construction of a group
of J type. In addition, we achieve yet another uniqueness proof for groups of J4 4
type via the simple connectedness of the 2-local geometry of such a group.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Initial evidence for the existence of groups of J type was given by4
w x Ž .Z. Janko in 10 . He has shown that the order o J of such a group is4
86, 775, 571, 046, 077, 562, 880 s 221 ? 33 ? 5 ? 7 ? 113 ? 23 ? 29 ? 31 ? 37 ? 43,
determined by its conjugacy classes and much of the p-local structure.
J. Conway, S. Norton, J. Thompson, and D. Hunt used this information to
determine the character table of J and, in particular, proved the existence4
Ž .of an irreducible irrational complex character of degree 1333. Looking at
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the 2-modular reduction of this character, J. Thompson conjectured that
Ž .there is an irreducible 112-dimensional representation of J over GF 2 .4
Based on this conjecture, S. Norton, with the help of D. Benson,
J. Conway, R. Parker, and J. Thackray, constructed J as a subgroup of4
Ž . w xGL 2 . Their construction is outlined in 13 , discussed in more detail in112
w x w x3 , and depends on the use of a computer. In 12 , W. Lempken gave
Ž .explicit generators for J as a subgroup of GL 11 . The proof that the4 1333
group generated is J relies on its existence.4
Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. Let I be a set of size n. A finite amalgam of rank n
Ž . Ž .over I is a tuple A; M , i g I; ) , i g I , where A is a finite set, M is ai i i
subset of A, and ) is a binary operation defined on M so that thei i
following conditions hold:
Ž . Ž .i M , ) is a group for every i g I;i i
Ž .ii A s D M ;ig I i
Ž .iii F M / B;ig I i
Ž .iv if x, y g M l M for i, j g I, then x) y s x) y.i j i j
Ž < . ŽWe will write M i g I for the amalgam A as above since A si
.F M , there is no need to refer to A explicitly . Whenever x and y areig I i
in the same M , their product x) y is defined and it is independent of thei i
choice of i. We will normally write this product simply by xy. Since
B [ F M is nonempty, one can easily see that B contains the identityig I i
Ž .element of M , ) for every i g I. Moreover, these identity elementsi i
must be equal. The reader may notice that a more common definition of
amalgams in terms of morphisms is essentially equivalent to the one above.
For J : I we put M s F M . We will write, for instance, M insteadJ ig J i i jk
of M and consider M as a subgroup of M and M as a subgroup ofi, j, k4 i j i ji
M . An amalgam of rank 3 will also be called a triangle of groups. Thej
Ž .isomorphism of amalgams is defined in the obvious way. Let M, ) be a
 < 4group, let M i g I be a family of subgroups in M, and let ) be thei i
Ž < .restriction of ) to M . Then M i g I is an amalgam. This is the mosti i
important example of amalgam, but it is not difficult to construct an
amalgam that is not isomorphic to a family of subgroups in a group.
DEFINITION 1.2. A group M is said to be a completion of an amalgam
Ž < .M i g I if there is a mapping w of D M into M such thati ig I i
Ž .i M is generated by the image of w ;
Ž .ii for every i g I the restriction of w to M is a group homompho-i
rism with respect to ) and the group operation in M.i
If w is injective, then the completion M is said to be faithful.
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Ž .DEFINITION 1.3. A triangle M , M , M of groups is called a J -trian-1 2 3 4
gle, provided that
Ž .i M is the semidirect product of the Mathieu group Mat of1 24
degree 24 and the 11-dimensional Todd module;
Ž . Ž .ii M is the semidirect product of L 2 and the exterior square of2 5
Ž .a natural module of L 2 ;5
Ž . < Ž . < 15 Ž . Ž . Ž .iii O M s 2 and M rO M ( Sym 5 = L 2 ;2 3 3 2 3 3
Ž . < < < < < < < <iv M rM s 31, M rM s 5, M rM s 10, and M rB2 21 3 31 3 32 23
s 3.
w x Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..It was shown in 10 cf. Theorem A 4 , 6 , 9 that every group of J4
type is a faithful completion of a J -triangle of groups. This and the4
existence of the complex character of degree 1333 serve as motivation for
our construction of J . The principal steps are as follows:4
Step 1: Show that there exists a J -triangle of groups.4
Ž .Step 2: Show that GL C contains a faithful completion of a1333
J -triangle of groups.4
Step 3: Show that any faithful completion of a J -triangle of groups4
is a group of J -type.4
Steps 1 and 2 are realized in Lemma 5.9 and Theorem 7.1, respectively.
w x Ž .Step 3 was done in 2 as the main step in the uniqueness proof for J4
w xand independently in 8 . Both of these proofs were achieved by establish-
ing the simple connectedness of the 2-local geometry of J ; hence they rely4
on the existence of J and do not suit our purposes. To establish the4
existence of J we need to carry out Step 3 without assuming that J exists.4 4
Ž .In this form Step 3 is realized in Section 8 cf. Theorem 8.26 , and the
w x w xproof is necessarily more complicated than the proofs in 2 and 8 . In
particular, our proof uses extremely detailed information about the 2-local
geometries of Mat and Mat .24 22
Although we do not need the uniqueness of J to establish its existence,4
we include a uniqueness proof since it can be achieved with only little
extra effort. Namely, we prove in Lemma 5.7 that any two J -triangles are4
Ž .isomorphic, and within the realization of Step 3 cf. Theorem 8.26 we
show that every faithful completion of a J -triangle is finite and that its4
Ž .order is equal to o J . Since every completion of an amalgam is a4
quotient of the universal completion, this immediately implies that the
unique J -triangle of groups has a unique faithful completion, namely the4
universal one.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Our notation concerning groups is mostly standard. The symmetric,
Ž .alternating, and Mathieu groups of degree n are denoted by Sym n ,
Ž .Alt n , and Mat , respectively. By writing G ; A A . . . A we mean thatn 1 2 n
G has a normal series
1eG e ??? eG s G1 n
such that G rG ( A . We write pa for a p-group of orderi iy1 i
pa; pa1qa 2q ??? qan for pa1 pa2 ??? pan and 21q2 n for the extraspecial group of«
1q2 n  4 Ž .order 2 and of type « g q, y . Throughout the paper 3 ? Alt 6
Ž .denotes the nonsplit extension of Alt 6 by a center of order 3, and
Ž . Ž .3 ? Sym 6 stands for the extension of 3 ? Alt 6 by an outer automorphism
Ž .that induces a transposition on the Alt 6 -quotient. Given a subgroup H
in a group G, we denote by GrH the set of right cosets of H in G.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G be a group, K eG, G s GrK, and V a}
Ž .GF 2 G-module of dimension n with kernel K. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .i if G ( L 2 , then V is called a natural L 2 -module for G;n n
qŽ . Ž .ii if G ( V 2 and G fixes a nondegenerate quadratic form ofn
qŽ .plus type on V, then V is called a natural V 2 -module for G;n
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii if G ( Sym 5 , n s 4, and G9 preserves a GF 4 -structure on V,
Ž .then V is called a natural GL 4 -module for G;2
Ž . Ž .iv if G9 ( 3 ? Alt 6 and n s 6, then V is called a hexacode module
for G.
The module dual to V will be denoted by V *.
Ž .Notation 2.2. Let M N i g I be an amalgam. Then for i, j g I we puti
Ž . U Ž . Ž . Ž .Q s O M , Q s O M , Z s Z Q and T s O M .i 2 i i 2, 3 i i i i j 2 i j
DEFINITION 2.3. Let I be a set of size n and let G be an undirected
n-partite graph without loops, whose parts are G , i g I. This means that ifi
a g G is adjacent to b g G , then i / j. Let d be the usual distancei j
function on G. Then
Ž .i if a g G , then a is said to be of type i;i
Ž . Ž .ii a path of type n y n y ??? yn is a tuple a , a , . . . , a of1 2 k 1 2 k
vertices in G such that a is of type n and a is adjacent to a ; wei i i iq1
denote such a path by
a a a1 2 k
n y n y ??? y n ;1 2 k
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Ž . Ž . Ž .iii a nondegenerate path or nd-path is a path a , a , . . . , a such1 2 k
that a is neither equal nor adjacent to a ;iy1 iq1
Ž .iv let L : G and a , a , . . . , a g G; then1 2 n
 4L a a ??? a s b g L N b is adjacent to a for all 1 F i F n .Ž .1 2 n i
Ž < .DEFINITION 2.4. Let M be a group and M i g I a tuple of subgroupsi
of M.
Ž . Ž .i The coset graph G s G M; M N i g I is the graph with vertexi
set the disjoint union of the sets G s MrM , i g I and where two verticesi i
are adjacent if they are distinct and have nonempty intersection. Note that
the G are parts of G and that M acts on G by right multiplication.i
Ž .ii A flag in G is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices. The type of a
flag is the set of types of its elements.
Ž . Ž .iii Let a g G. Then G a is the graph whose vertices are the
Ž .neighbors of a in G, and two vertices are adjacent in G a if and only if
they are adjacent in G.
Ž . Ž .iv Let a g G. Then the graph G* a on the neighbors of a in G is
defined as follows. Assume without loss that a s M . Let b, c be adjacenti
to a, where b s M r and c s M s with r, s g M . Then b is adjacent to cj k i
Ž .in G* a if and only if j / k and M r l M s / B.i j i k
Ž . Ž . Ž .v G is called geometric if for all a g G the graphs G a and G* a
are equal.
Ž .vi If a, b, c, . . . are vertices of G, then M denotes theirabc . . .
Ž . U Ž .elementwise stabilizer in M. If a g G, then Q s O M , Q s O M ,a 2 a a 2, 3 a
Ž .and Z s Z Q .a a
Ž . < Mab <vii Let a, b, c g G. Then / abc s c .
Ž .We remark that if b, c are adjacent in G* a , then they are also adjacent
Ž . Ž . Ž  4.in G a . Furthermore, G* M is isomorphic to G M ; M N j g I _ i .i i i j
LEMMA 2.5. Let G be as in 2.4.
Ž .  4i Let a , a , a be a flag in G where a is of type l. Then thei j k l
following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .  4 Ža a and a are adjacent in G* a for e¤ery z g i, j, k wherex y z
 4  4.x, y, z s i, j, k ;
Ž . Ž .  4 Žb a and a are adjacent in G* a for some z g i, j, k wherex y z
 4  4.x, y, z s i, j, k ;
Ž .c a l a l a / B;i j k
Ž . Ž . Ž .d a , a , a is conjugate to M , M , M .i j k i j k
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Ž .ii G is geometric if and only if M acts transiti¤ely on each set of flags of
 4size three of a gi¤en type, that is, if and only if all flags a , a , a in G fulfilli j k
Ž .the equi¤alent conditions in i .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i Clearly a implies b . To show that b implies c we
assume without loss that a s M , a s M r, and a s M s for somek k i i j j
Ž .r, s g M . Since a and a are adjacent in G* a , B / M r l M s :k i j k i j jk
Ž . Ž . Ž .M l M r l M s s a l a l a , and so c holds. Clearly c implies d ,i j k i j k
Ž . Ž .and d implies a .
Ž .ii By the remark preceding this lemma, G is geometric if and only
Ž .if a holds.
Throughout the paper we will refer to the following easy principle
concerning a set of size five.
LEMMA 2.6. Let G be a 5-element set and G be the set of 2-element1 2
subsets in G . Let G be the bipartite graph on G j G where a g G is1 1 2 1
adjacent to b g G if and only if a is not contained in b. Suppose that a g G2 1
Ž . Ž  4.  4and b g G are adjacent. Put R b s G _ b j a . Then e¤ery c g G _ a2 a 1 1
Ž .is adjacent to exactly one of b and R b .a
Ž .  4Proof. This is clear since b, R b is a partition of G _ a .a 1
The next lemma contains information on cohomologies of some small
modules.
Ž . Ž . qŽ .LEMMA 2.7. i Let E ( L 2 and V be a natural V 2 -module for E.4 6
< 1Ž . < 2Ž .Then H V s 2, H V s 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Let E ( L 2 and V be a natural L 2 -module for E. Then4 4
1Ž .H V s 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Let E ( L 2 and V be a natural L 2 -module for E. Then3 3
< 1Ž . <H V s 2.
w x w xProof. 4 and 11 .
Ž .The following lemma describes the actions of various subgroups of L 25
Ž .on the vectors of the exterior square of a natural L 2 -module.5
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.8. Let V be a 5-dimensional GF 2 -space and M s GL V , so
Ž .that M ( L 2 . Let V - V - V, where dim V s 1, dim V s 2. Let M s5 1 3 1 3 i
Ž .N V , i s 1 and 3, B s M l M , and, as usual, let V * denote the dualM i 1 3
of V. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .i M has precisely two orbits H 2 and H s on the set of hyperplanes
2 Ž .in H V *; the hyperplanes H 2 are indexed by the 2-spaces of V, and the
Ž . Ž .hyperplanes in H s are indexed by the pairs W, s , where W is a hyperplane
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in V and s is a nondegenerate symplectic form on W;
Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .ii if H g H s then N H ; 2 Sym 6 ;M
Ž . Ž .iii the orbits of M ; M ; B on H s are of lengths 420 and 448; 84,1 3
112, and 672; 84, 112, 224, and 448, respecti¤ely;
Ž . Ž .iv Let H be a hyperplane from the orbit of length 84 of B on H s ; if
N, N , N , and N are the normalizers of H in M, M , M , and B,1 3 0 1 3
respecti¤ely, then
N s N9N and N9 l N s N X l N N X l N ;Ž . Ž .0 0 1 0 3 0
Ž . Ž .v the orbits of M on H 2 are of lengths 1, 42, and 112; the action of3
B on the M -orbit of length 42 is intransiti¤e.3
Ž . 2Proof. i By the definition of the exterior square H V *, its hyper-
planes are in one-to-one correspondence with the nonzero symplectic
Ž .forms on V *. Hence i follows from the following well-known facts:
Ž .a any two nondegenerate symplectic forms on a finite-dimensional vector
Ž .space are isomorphic, b any vector space with a nondegenerate symplec-
Ž .tic form is even-dimensional, and c there is exactly one nondegenerate
symplectic form on a vector space with four elements.
Ž .ii Let W be a hyperplane in V, s a nondegenerate symplectic form
Ž . Ž . Ž .on W, and R s N W, s . Then, clearly, C W s C W is elementaryM R M
4 Ž . Ž . Ž .abelian of order 2 and RrC W ( Sp 2 ( Sym 6 .R 4
Ž .iii Note that R acts transitively on the set of 1-spaces in W and
Ž .C W acts regularly on the set of 1-spaces in V _ W. Thus R l M ;R 1
4Ž Ž .. Ž .2 C = Sym 4 if V F W and R l M ( Sym 6 otherwise. Moreover, R2 1 1
has three orbits on the set of 2-spaces in V, distinguished by V F W, and3
V is singular with respect to s; V F W and V is nondegenerate with3 3 3
respect to s; and V g W. The corresponding shapes of R l M are3 3
4Ž Ž .. 4Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž ..2 C = Sym 4 , 2 Sym 3 = Sym 3 , and 2 C = Sym 4 . Finally R has2 2
four orbits on the set of pairs of incident 1- and 2-spaces corresponding to
the following four cases: V F W and V is singular with respect to s;3 3
V F W and V is nondegenerate with respect to s; V F W and V g W;3 3 1 3
4Ž .and V g W. The corresponding shapes of R l B are 2 C = D ,1 2 8
4Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .2 C = Sym 3 , 2 C = Sym 4 , and C = Sym 4 . Thus we have de-2 2 2
scribed the orbits of R on 1- and 2-spaces in V and on the incident pairs of
such subspaces. This immediately gives us all of the orbits of M , M , and1 3
Ž .B on H s and the corresponding stabilizers. That the lengths of the orbits
Ž .are as given in iii is now a trivial computation.
Ž . Ž .iv Let H correspond to W, s . Then V F W, and V is singular3 3
Ž .with respect to s. Notice that C W ( W as N-module and, in particular,N
Ž . w Ž . x X Ž .C W s C W , N F N F N9. Thus iv holds if and only if it holdsN N 3 3
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Ž . Ž . Ž .modulo C W . But NrC W ( C = Sym 4 for i s 1, 3 andN i N 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N rC W is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NrC W ( Sym 6 . Now iv is0 N N
readily verified.
Ž .v There is one 2-space equal to V , 42 s 3 ? 14 2-spaces intersect-3
ing V in a 1-space, and 112 s 7 ? 16 2-spaces that intersect V trivially.3 3
Since some 2-spaces in the orbit of length 42 contain V while others do1
not, B does not act transitively on the M -orbit of length 42.3
3. Mat24
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic properties of the
Ž . Ž w x w x.unique Steiner system S of type 5, 8, 24 see, for instance, 1 or 9 . Let
V be the set of size 24 underlying S , and let G denote the block set of S .2
This means that G is a collection of 8-element subsets of V called octads2
such that every 5-element subset of V is in a unique octad. In particular,
< < Ž24 . Ž8.G s r s 759. A triple of pairwise disjoint octads is called a trio.2 5 5
Every 4-element subset T of V is contained in a unique sextet, which is a
partition of V into six 4-element subsets T s T , T , . . . , T called tetrads1 2 6
such that T j T g G for all 1 F i - j F 6.i j 2
Let G denote the set of trios, let G denote the set of sextets, and let3 4
G s G j G j G . Define a graph on G as follows: a trio is adjacent to an2 3 4
octad if it contains the octad; a sextet is adjacent to an octad if the octad is
the union of two of the tetrads in the sextet; and a sextet is adjoint to a
trio if it is adjacent to all three of the octads in the trio.
Throughout this section M will stand for the automorphism group of S
which is the Mathieu group Mat of degree 24. Let a , b , and g be24
pairwise adjacent octad, trio, and sextet respectively, i.e., a maximal flag
 4 in G. If g s T , T , . . . , T we can put a s T j T and b s T j T ,1 2 6 1 2 1 2
4 ŽT j T , T j T . Let M s M , M s M , and M s M the stabilizers3 4 5 6 2 a 3 b 4 g
. Ž .in M of a , b , and g , respectively . Then M , M , M is a triangle of2 3 4
groups and M is a faithful completion of this triangle. Since M is flag
Ž .transitive on G, G ( G M; M , M , M . We have chosen the index set2 3 4
 4  42, 3, 4 rather then 1, 2, 3 since M , M , M will correspond to M , M ,2 3 4 12 13
and M in later sections.14
We will need the following information on classes of elements in M of
w xorder 2 and 3 that can be deduced either from Section 21 in 1 together
w xwith the permutational characters of M on G , G , and G given in 5 or2 3 4
w xfrom Sections 2.12]2.14 in 9 .
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. i M has two classes, 2 a and 2b, of in¤olutions and two
classes, 3a and 3b, of elements of order 3.
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Ž . Ž . 1q6 Ž .ii If t g 2 a then t is 2-central, C t ; 2 L 2 , t fixes: 8 ele-M q 3
ments of V forming an octad, 71 octads, 99 trios, and 91 sextets.
Ž . Ž . 1q1q4 Ž . Ž .iii If s g 2b then s is non-2-central, C s ; 2 Sym 5 , C sM M
fixes a unique sextet, s fixes: 15 octads, 75 trios, and 51 sextets.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv If x g 3a then C x ( 3 ? Alt 6 , x does not commute with aM
2b-in¤olution and fixes: 21 octads, 15 trios, and 16 sextets.
Ž . Ž . Ž .v If y g 3b then C y ( C = L 2 , y commutes with a 2b-in-M 3 3
¤olution, acts fixed-points freely on the set of octads, and fixes; 15 trios and 7
sextets.
Ž .The basic properties of the triangle M , M , M and of its completion2 3 4
Ž w xM are given in the following lemma cf. Section 19 in 1 or Section 2.10
w x.in 9 .
Ž . < < < < 4 Ž .LEMMA 3.2. i MrM s G s 759, M ; 2 L 2 , Q is a natural2 2 2 4 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .L 2 -module for M , Q is 2 a-pure, and M acts as Alt 8 ( L 2 on the4 2 2 2 4
Ž .elements in a and as the doubly transiti¤e affine group AGL 2 on the4
elements outside a ; in particular, M splits o¤er Q .2 2
Ž . < < < < 6Ž Ž . Ž ..ii MrM s G s 3795; M ; 2 Sym 3 = L 2 , Q ( D m3 3 3 3 3 1
Ž . Ž .D , where D and D are natural L 2 - and L 2 -modules for M , respec-2 1 2 2 3 3
ti¤ely; M has two orbits on Qa with lengths 21 and 42, consisting of3 3
in¤olutions of type 2 a and 2b, respecti¤ely, and if y g QU _ Q , then y is of3 3
type 3b and acts fixed-point freely on Q .3
Ž . < < < < 6 Ž .iii MrM s G s 1771, M ; 2 3 ? Sym 6 , Q is a hexacode4 4 4 4
module for M , M has two orbits on Qa with lengths 45 and 18, consisting of4 4 4
in¤olutions of type 2 a and 2b, respecti¤ely. If x g QU _ Q , then x is of type4 4
Ž .3a and acts fixed-point freely on Q , M induces Sym 6 on the tetrads4 4
Ž .constituting g , and the kernel induces Alt 4 on the elements in each tetrad.
Ž . < < < < < < < <iv M rM s 7, M rM s 3, M rM s 15, and M rB s 3.3 34 3 23 4 24 34
Ž . 4Ž Ž . Ž .. 3 Ž .v M rQ ; 2 Sym 3 = Sym 3 and M rQ ; 2 L 2 .24 2 23 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .vi M rQ ( Sym 3 = Sym 4 and M rQ ( Sym 2 = L 2 .34 3 23 3 3
Ž . U U Ž . Ž .vii M rQ ( M rQ ( Sym 4 = Sym 2 .24 4 34 4
Ž . < < < < < <viii Q l Q s 8, Q l Q s 4, and Q l Q s 16.2 3 2 4 3 4
Comparing Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, one can observe the following. If t is an
involution in Q , s is an involution in the orbit of length 18 of M on Qa,2 4 4
x is an element of order 3 in QU , and y is an element of order 3 in QU ,4 3
then
C t s C t , C s s C s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M M2 4
C x s C s , C y s C y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M M4 3
As a direct corollary of Lemma 3.2 we have the following.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.3. i M acts on G a and G a of size 15 and 35 as it acts2 3 4
on the 3- and 2-spaces in Q , respecti¤ely;2
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii M acts on G b and G b of size 3 and 7 as it acts on the3 2 4
1-spaces in D and on the 2-spaces in D , respecti¤ely;1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii M acts on G g and G g of size 15 each as it acts on the4 2 4
Ž .2-element subsets of g considered as the set of six tetrads and on the
partitions of g into three pairs.
LEMMA 3.4. Let B s M l M l M be the stabilizer in M of the flag2 3 4
 4F s a , b , g . Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of B that is also a Sylow
2-subgroup of M.
Ž .i a is the unique octad, b is the unique tetrad, and g is the unique
sextet stabilized by S.
Ž .ii Let H be a maximal subgroup of M containing S. Then H s M fori
i s 2, 3, or 4.
Ž .iii Let P be any subgroup of M containing S and let z denote the
Ž .unique nontri¤ial element in Z S . Then one of the following holds:
Ž .a P is the normalizer of a subflag in F.
Ž . < < 10 2 U Ž .b P s 2 ? 3 and P s Q C z .3 M3
Ž . < < 10 Ž .c P s 2 ? 3 ? 7 and P s C z .M
Ž . < < 10 U Ž . Ž .d P s 2 ? 3 and P s Q S, C z , or C z .3 M M3 4
Ž .e P s S.
Ž . w x Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. ii follows from 6 , i follows from ii , and iii follows from
Ž w x.the structure of M , M , and M as given in Lemma 3.2 compare 15 .2 3 4
In subsequent sections we will need detailed information about the
graph G and the action of M on this graph. For this purpose for every
 4i g 2, 3, 4 we describe the orbits of M on the vertex set of G, and for anyi
Ž .two such orbits A and B we calculate the number n A, B of vertices ini
B adjacent in G to a given vertex a g A and finally determine how these
vertices split into orbits under the stabilizer of a in M . It is clear thati
Ž . < < Ž .n A, B is zero unless A : G , B : G for j / k, and that A ? n A, Bi j k i
< < Ž .s B ? n B, A . Finally, for i / j there is a natural correspondence be-i
tween the orbits of M on G and the orbits of M on G .i j j i
Ž .Let G m, i denote an orbit of length m of M on G . It turns out thatj i j
 4for every i, j g 2, 3, 4 the orbits of M on G all have different lengths, soi j
Ž .the orbit G m, i is well defined. The information on the orbits of M on Gj i
Ž . Ž .is presented in the diagram D Mat Figs. 1]3 . In this diagram thei 24
Ž . Ž . Ž .orbit G m, i is denoted by m , and the numbers n A, B and n B, Aj j i i
are attached to the edge joining A with B. When such a number is
presented as a sum, this indicates that there is more than one orbit of
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Ž .FIG. 1. D Mat .2 24
Ž .M l M where a g A on the vertices in B adjacent to a. Moreover, thei a
summands give the lengths of these orbits. The complete proof of the
Ž .diagrams originally given in the early version of the present work can be
w xfound in Section 3.7 of 9 .
We will need the following refinement of the information given in
Ž Ž ..Figure 1 D Mat .3 24
Ž .LEMMA 3.5. Let b g G 2688, 3 . Then M l Q s 1 and M (3 b b b b b
Ž .Sym 4 .
< < < < Ž .Proof. M s M r2688 s 24 by direct calculation. By D Mat theb b 3 3 24
Ž . Ž .subgroup M acts transitively on G b and has two orbits in G b withb b 2 4
Ž . Ž .lengths 1 and 6. Since the action of M on G b is a subgroup of L 2 ,b b 4 3
Ž . Ž .we conclude that the action is isomorphic either to Sym 4 or to Alt 4 .
Ž .Let K be the kernel of the action of M on G b . Then either K s 1 andb b 4
Ž . < < Ž .M ( Sym 4 or K s 2 and M rK ( Alt 4 . Assume the latter. Thenb b b b
Ž . Ž .K s Z M , and as M acts transitively on G b , K F Q . By symmetryb b b b 2 b
Ž .we get K s Q l Q , and so C K contains two elementary abelianb b M
6 Ž .groups of order 2 namely, Q and Q intersecting in a group of order 2b b
Ž . Ž .namely K . But this contradicts the structure of C K given byM
Ž . Ž .3.1 i ] iii .
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Ž .FIG. 2. D Mat .3 24
Ž .Let P be the GF 2 -permutation module of M on V, that is, the space
of all the subsets of V with addition performed by the symmetric differ-
ence operator. The octads from G generate in P a 12-dimensional2
subspace Y known as the Golay code. The Golay code consists of the0
empty set, the set V itself, 759 octads, 759 complements of octads, and
2576 dodecads. The latter are 12-element subsets of V transitively per-
muted by M. The stabilizer of a dodecad is the Mathieu group Mat of12
degree 12, and it induces two nonequivalent 5-fold transitive actions on the
dodecad and on its complement, which is also a dodecad. The setwise
stabilizer of a pair of complementary dodecads is isomorphic to Aut Mat .12
The empty set together with the whole set V constitutes the unique proper
M-submodule in Y . The quotient Y of Y over this submodule is called0 0
Ž .the irreducible Golay code module of dimension 11 . Let P denote theq
subspace in P of even subsets of V. Then Y F P , and X s P rY is0 q q 0
Žthe module dual to Y, which is called the irreducible Todd module of
.dimension 11 . The following information can be found, for instance, in
w x1, 19.8 .
Ž . ŽLEMMA 3.6. i The orbits of M on the nonzero ¤ectors of Y on the
.hyperplanes of X are of length 759 and 1288. The ¤ectors in these orbits are
indexed by the octads and the complementary pairs of dodecads, respecti¤ely.
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Ž .FIG. 3. D Mat .4 24
Ž . Žii The orbits of M on the nonzero ¤ectors of X on the hyperplanes
.of Y are of length 276 and 1771. The ¤ectors in these orbits are indexed by
the 2-element subsets of V and by the sextets, respecti¤ely.
Ž .LEMMA 3.7. i For i s 2, 3, and 4,
w x1 - C Q - X , Q - XŽ .X i i
is the unique composition series for M on X ;i
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .ii C Q is isomorphic the exterior square of Q , X, Q rC QX 2 2 2 X 2
< w x <is isomorphic to Q , and Xr X, Q s 2.2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Let D and D be as in Lemma 3.2 ii . Then C Q is dual to1 2 X 3
w x Ž . w xD , X, Q rC Q is isomorphic to D m D , and Xr X, Q is isomor-2 3 X 3 1 2 3
phic to D .1
Ž . < Ž . < w x Ž .iv C Q s 2, X, Q rC Q is isomorphic to the dual of QX 4 4 X 4 4
< w x < 4and Xr X, Q s 2 .4
Proof. The irreducible Todd module is dual to the irreducible Golay
code module. Hence the result can be obtained by dualizing some of the
w xinformation found in Sections 19 and 20 of 1 .
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Let D be the set of dodecads and H be the set of complementary pairs
Ž .of dodecads. Recall that if N h is the stabilizer of h g H in M, then
Ž . Ž . Ž .N h ( Aut Mat , and N h 9 ( Mat is the subgroup of index 2 in N h12 12
that preserves each of the dodecads constituting h. We are interested in
the orbits on H of M , M , and M .2 3 23
LEMMA 3.8. M acting on the set D of dodecads has three orbits D , D ,2 2 4
and D with lengths 448, 1680, and 448, respecti¤ely. If d g D and K is the6 i i i
< < Ž .stabilizer of d in M , then d l a s i, K ( K ( Sym 6 , and K ;i 2 i 2 6 4
5 Ž .2 Sym 3 .
w xProof. 1, 19.6
LEMMA 3.9. Let N ( Aut Mat and N , N , and N subgroups of N12 2 3 23
< < < < 7 7such that N s N s 2 ? 3, N s 2 ; and N s N l N . Then N l2 3 23 23 2 3 23
Ž X .Ž X.N9 s N l N N l N .23 2 23 3
< <Proof. For Z F N let Z* s Z l N9. Then N* ( Mat , NrN* s 2,12
< < 6 U < U < < U <and N* s 2 . Thus N is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N* and N s N2 23 2 3
6 Ž w x. U Us 2 ? 3. It follows see, for example, 15 that N and N are two2 3
maximal subgroups of N* containing NU . Choose notation such that23
Ž U . U U Ž U . UZ N / 1. Thus by the structure of N and N , O N F N 9,2 2 3 2 2 2
Ž U . U Ž U . < U Ž U . < UO N l N 9 g O N , and N rO N s 2. Thus N s2 3 3 2 2 23 2 2 23
U U U U UŽ .Ž Ž . . Ž .Ž .O N O N l N 9 s N l N 9 N l N 9 .2 2 2 3 3 23 2 23 3
LEMMA 3.10. Let H be the set of complementary pairs of dodecads, and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for h g H let N h , N h , N h , and N h denote the stabilizers of h in2 3 23
M, M , M , and M , respecti¤ely.2 3 23
Ž . Ž . Ž .i M has precisely two orbits, H 2 and H 2 , on H, where2 1 2
< Ž . < < Ž . < Ž . Ž .H 2 s 840 and H 2 s 448. M has precisely three orbits H 3 , H 3 ,1 2 3 1 2
Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . < < Ž . <and H 3 on H, where H 3 s 168, H 3 s 672, and H 3 s 448.3 1 3 3
< <M has precisely four orbits, H , H , H , and H , on H, where H s 168,23 1 2 3 4 1
< < < < < < Ž .H s 224, H s 448, and H s 448. Moreo¤er, H 2 s H j H j H ,2 3 4 1 1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2 s H , H 3 s H , H 3 s H j H , and H 3 s H .2 4 1 1 2 2 4 3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If h g H , then N h s N h N h 9 and N h l N h 9 s1 23 23
Ž Ž . Ž . .Ž Ž . Ž . .N h l N h 9 N h l N h 9 .23 2 23 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If h g H , then N h s N h N h 9.3 3 23 3
Ž .Proof. i The lengths of the orbits of M on H follow directly from2
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .3.8. Observe also that N h F N h 9 that is, N h fixes the two do-2 2
Ž .decads forming h if and only if h g H 2 .2
Let D be the octad graph, that is, a graph on G in which two octads are2
iŽ .adjacent if they are disjoint. For a vertex x of D let D x denote the set of
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vertices that are at distance i from x in D. It is well known and easily seen
Ž .from the diagram D Mat that2 24
D1 a s G 30, 2 , D2 a s G 280, 2 , D3 a s G 448, 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
and that
< < ia l d s 0, 4, 2 if d g D a for i s 1, 2, 3.Ž .
By Lemma 3.6 we can and will identify D j H with the set of nonzero
3Ž .vectors in the irreducible Golay code module Y. Let e g D a . Then as a
and e intersect in two elements, the symmetric difference of a and e is a
Ž .dodecad intersecting a in six elements. Thus a q e g H 2 , and since2
< 3Ž . < < Ž . <D a s H 2 s 448, we have a one-to-one correspondence between2
Ž . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2 and D a . By D Mat , M acts transitively on G a . Thus M2 2 24 a e 3 23
def3Ž . Ž .acts transitively on D a and hence on H s H 2 .4 2
Ž . Ž . 7Let h g H 2 . Then N h has order 2 ? 3, and the intersections of a1 2
with the dodecads in h form a partition of a into two sets of size 4. Thus
Ž . 4Ž Ž . Ž ..N h Q rQ is contained in a subgroup 2 Sym 3 = Sym 3 of M rQ2 a a a a
and so normalizes a 2-subspace U in Q . Note that Q fixes four points in2 a a
each of the two dodecads, Q F Mat ( Q . As Q is elementary abelian,a 8 8 a
Ž . Ž .Q l N h has order at most 2. It follows that N h Q rQ has ordera 2 a a
def6 Ž . Ž . Ž .2 ? 3 and U s Q l N h has order 2, U F U , and Q N h s N U1 a 1 2 a 2 M 1a
Ž . Ž .l N U . Thus the orbits of Q on H 2 are in one-to-one correspon-M 2 a 1a
Ž .dence with the pairs U , U , where U is an i-space in Q and U F U .1 2 i a 1 2
This immediately implies that M has three orbits H , H , and H onab 1 2 3
Ž . Ž .H 2 corresponding to the following three possibilities: 1 U F Q l Q ,1 2 a b
Ž . Ž .2 U g Q l Q and U F Q l Q , and 3 U g Q l Q . Now it is2 a b 1 a b 1 a b
< < < <straightforward to calculate that H s 7 ? 3 ? 8 s 168, H s 28 ? 1 ? 8 s1 2
< < Ž < <224, and H s 28 ? 2 ? 8 s 448. Notice that Q l Q s 8 by Lem-3 a b
Ž . .ma 3.2 i .
Ž .Let L be the elementwise stabilizer in M of the octads in D b . Then
L is of index 2 in M and normal of index 6 in M . Hence each of the23 3
Ž ² :following holds for the last statement note that M s M , M acts2 3
.transitively on H :
v For every i, L either acts transitively on H or has two orbits of thei
same length.
v Every M -orbit in H is the union of l of the orbits of equal lengths3
 4for L in H when l g 1, 2, 3, 6 .
v There exists an M -orbit on H that has nonempty intersecting with3
Ž . Ž .both H 2 and H 2 .1 2
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It is easy to check that these three conditions uniquely determine the
fusion of the M -orbits into M -orbits.23 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž . <ii and iii : Let h g H . As N h ( Aut Mat , N h rN h 9 s 2.1 12
< Ž . Ž . < Ž .Moreover, N h rN h is odd, and so the first statement in ii holds.23
Ž . Ž .iii follows from a similar argument. By i we can apply Lemma 3.9, and
Ž .so the second part of ii also holds.
w xBy 7 M has a 45-dimensional irreducible module V over the field C of
Ž .complex numbers. Let x be the corresponding character. Define V 3 s1
Ž . Ž . w xC Q and V 3 s V, Q .V 3 2 3
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.11. i Let z be a 2-central in¤olution in M. Then x z s y3,
Ž . w xC z is 21-dimensional, and V, z is 24-dimensional.V
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii C Q s 0 and C H is 3-dimensional for each hyperplane HV 2 V
of Q .2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii V s V 3 [ V 3 , V 3 is 3-dimensional, and V 3 is 42-dimen-1 2 1 2
sional.
Ž . Ž .iv C H s 0 for any hyperplane of Q containing Q l Q ,V Ž3. 3 2 32
Ž .while C H is 1-dimensional for any hyperplane of Q not containing anyV Ž3. 32
of the three conjugates of Q l Q under M .2 3 3
Ž . Ž .Proof. i The value for x z is taken directly from the character
w x Ž . w x Ž .table of Mat in 7 . Since dim C z q dim V, z s 45 and dim C z y24 V V
w x Ž . Ž .dim V, z s x z , i holds.
Ž . w x Ž .ii Let d s dim V, Q and e s dim C H , where H is any2 wV , Q x2
hyperplane in Q . Since M acts transitively on the 15 hyperplanes in Q ,2 2 2
e is well defined and d s 15e. Let 1 / z g Q . Then exactly eight of the2
w xhyperplanes in Q do not contain z, and so 24 s dim V, z s 8e. Thus2
w x Ž .e s 3, d s 45, V s V, Q , and ii holds.2
Ž . Ž . Ž . aiii and iv By Lemma 3.2 iii the orbits of M on Q are of length3 3
21 and 42, and by a dual argument the orbits of M on the hyperplanes of3
w xQ are of length 21 and 42. In particular, dim V, Q is divisible by 21.3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreover, by ii C Q l Q has dimension 3, and so dim C Q F 3.V 2 3 V 3
Ž . Ž .Thus dim V 3 s 3 and dim V 3 s 42. Let H be a hyperplane in Q with1 2 3
def M M3 3Ž . < < < <f s dim C H / 0. Then either H s 42 and f s 1; or H s 21V Ž2.2
and f s 2. In particular, H is unique up to conjugation. Suppose that
< M3 <H s 21. Let 1 / z g Q l Q . Then it is easy to see that z lies in2 3
M3 w xexactly 7 q 3 q 3 s 13 of the elements of H , and so dim V, z s f ?
Ž . Ž . < M3 <21 y 13 s 16, a contradiction to i . Thus H s 42, and the lemma is
proved.
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Ž .LEMMA 3.12. i M acts irreducibly on V and as M -module V (2 2
Ž .V 3 m C M .1 C M 223
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii V 3 and V 3 are irreducible M -modules of dimension 3 and1 2 3
2Ž .42, respecti¤ely, and stay irreducible when restricted to M or O M .23 23
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .iii C V 3 s O M and M acts faithfully on V 3 .M 1 2, 3 3 3 23
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By Lemma 3.11 ii , V 3 s C Q l Q is a Wedderburn1 V 2 3
component for Q on V. Moreover, since M is maximal in M , M s2 23 2 3
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .N Q l Q s N V 3 , and so the second statement in a holds.M 2 3 M 12 2
Moreover, M is irreducible on V if and only if M is irreducible on2 23
def 2Ž . Ž .V 3 . Since L s O M acts transitively on the 42 hyperplanes in Q1 23 3
Ž . Ž .that have fixed points in V 3 , L acts irreducibly on V 3 . Suppose that L2 2
Ž . Ž .does not act irreducibly on V 3 . Since V 3 has odd dimension and1 1
< < Ž .M rL s 2, we conclude that M does not act irreducibly on V 3 . Thus23 23 1
Ž .M has a 1- or 2-dimensionalrsubmodule in V 3 and M has a 15- or23 1 2
Ž .30-dimensional submodule in V. But this contradicts the fact that V 3 is a2
Ž .42-dimensional irreducible L-module. Hence L is irreducible on V 3 and1
Ž . Ž .i and ii are proved.
Ž . 6Ž Ž . Ž ..To prove iii recall that M ; 2 Sym 3 = L 2 . Note that Q l Q3 3 2 3
Ž .is a hyperplane in Q and centralizes V 3 . Since Q acts fixed-point freely2 1 2
Ž . Ž .on V, we conclude that Q Q rQ inverts V 3 . Furthermore, O M s2 3 3 1 2, 3 3
w x Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..M , Q , and so O M centralizes V 3 . Hence either C V 3 s3 2 2, 3 3 1 M 13
Ž . X Ž .O M or M centralizes V 3 . But in the latter case M is not2, 3 3 3 1 3
Ž . Ž .irreducible on V 3 . The second statement in iii holds since Q is the1 3
Ž .unique minimal normal subgroup of M and does not centralize V 3 .3 2
4. Mat22
Ž . ŽDEFINITION 4.1. i A Mat -triangle is a triangle of groups M , M ,23 1 2
.M such that3
Ž . 4 Ž . 3 Ž . 4 Ž .a M ; 2 Alt 6 , M ; 2 L 2 , and M ; 2 Sym 5 .1 2 3 3
Ž . < < < < < < < <b M rM s M rM s 7, M rM s 5, and M rB s 3.2 23 2 12 3 13 23
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .ii An Aut Mat -triangle is a triangle of groups M , M , M such22 1 2 3
that
Ã 4 Ã 4 Ã 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a M ; 2 Sym 6 , M ; 2 L 2 and M ; 2 Sym 5 .1 2 3 3
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . < < < < < < < <b M rM s M rM s 7, M rM s 5 and M rB s 3.2 23 2 12 3 13 23
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Ž .LEMMA 4.2. Let M , M , M be a Mat -triangle. Then the following1 2 3 22
assertions hold:
Ž . Ž .i B is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M and B s Q l M Q Q .2 1 2 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii M rQ ( Sym 4 and M rQ ( Sym 3 = Sym 2 .13 3 23 3
Ž . Ž .iii M rQ ( M rQ ( Sym 4 .12 2 23 2
Ž . Ž .iv Q g M and M rQ ( M Q rQ ( Sym 4 .1 2 13 1 12 1 1
Ž . < < < < < <v Q l Q s 2, Q l Q s 4, Q l Q s 4, and Q l Q F1 2 1 3 2 3 1 2
Q l Q .1 3
Ž . Ž .vi T s Q l M Q , T s Q Q , T s Q Q .12 1 2 2 13 1 3 23 2 3
Proof. Since M has a unique class of subgroups of index 5, M rQ (3 13 3
Ž . Ž .Sym 4 . Similarly, Sym 4 ( M rQ ( M rQ ( M rQ , and B is a12 2 13 1 23 2
< <Sylow 2-subgroup of M . Since M rB s 3, M has an orbit of length 32 23 23
on the cosets of M in M . Thus M Q rQ is contained in a subgroup13 3 23 3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .Sym 3 = Sym 2 of M rQ . As M has index 10 in M and Sym 3 =3 3 23 3
Ž . Ž .Sym 2 has index 10 in Sym 5 , we conclude that Q F M and M rQ (3 23 23 3
Ž . Ž . < < < <Sym 3 = Sym 2 . As Q ) Q , Q g Q and since M acts irreducibly3 2 3 2 23
< <on T rQ , we conclude that T s Q Q and Q l Q s 4. Suppose23 2 23 2 3 2 3
that Q s Q . Then T s Q Q s Q Q is normalized by both M and3 1 23 2 3 2 1 12
Ž .M . Since M s N T for i s 1 and 3, this means that M s M , a23 2 i M 2 i 12 232
< < < <contradiction to M rB s 3. Thus Q / Q , T s Q Q , and Q l Q23 3 1 13 1 3 1 3
Ž . Xs 4. So Q F O M F M Q , Q g M , and as no element of Q acts1 2 13 3 3 1 12 1
Ž .as a 2-cycle on M rM , Q l M g Q . Hence T s Q Q l M and3 13 1 12 2 12 2 1 12
< < Ž .Q l Q s 2. Since B s T T , the last statement in i holds and the2 1 12 23
proof is complete.
We remark that a similar lemma holds for Aut Mat -triangles. Indeed,22
Ž . Ž .the only changes necessary are that in part iv , Sym 4 has to be replaced
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .by Sym 2 = Sym 4 , and in part v , Q l Q has order 8 and not 4.2 3
Ž .As in the previous section, let S be the Steiner system of type 5, 8, 24
and let p, q be a pair of elements from the basic set V. In this section M
Ã  4and M will denote the elementwise and the setwise stabilizers of p, q in
the automorphism group Mat of S , respectively. This means that M is24
7 2 Ã< <the Mathieu group Mat of degree 22 with M s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11, and M22
is the automorphism group of M.
Let g be a sextet T , T , . . . , T in S such that p and q are in the same1 2 6
Ž .tetrad say, in T . Let a and b be disjoint octads adjacent to g such that1
 4 Ž .p, q : a say, a s T j T and b s T j T . Let M , M , and M be1 2 3 4 a b g
Ã Ãthe stabilizers in M of a , b , and g , respectively. Similarly, define M , M ,a b
Ãand M . The following lemma can be deduced directly from Lemma 3.2g
Ž w x.cf. Section 3.4 in 9 .
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.3. i M , M , M is a Mat -triangle.a b g 22
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .ii M , M , M is an Aut Mat -triangle.a b g 22
w xIt is easy to deduce from the main result in 16 that every Aut Mat -tri-22
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ .angle with a faithful completion is isomorphic to M , M , M and that Ma b g
is the unique completion of the triangle. To explain the deduction we need
some definitions.
Recall that the Petersen graph has 2-element subsets of a fixed 5-set as
vertices, and two subsets are adjacent if they are disjoint. The Petersen
Ž .graph has 10 vertices and 15 edges, and Sym 5 is its automorphism group.
DEFINITION 4.4. Let J s J j J j J be a 3-partite graph and1 2 3
suppose that for a g J , 1 F i F 3, the following conditions hold:i i
Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . < Ž .i J a s 2, J a s 3, and every vertex from J a is adja-2 1 3 1 2 1
Ž .cent to every vertex from J a .3 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii J a are the points and J a are the lines of a projective1 2 3 2
plane of order 2 with the natural adjacency relation.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii J a are the edges and J a are the vertices of the Petersen1 3 2 3
graph with the natural adjacency relation.
Then J is called a rank 3 Petersen type geometry.
THEOREM 4.5. Up to isomorphism there are exactly two rank 3 flag-transi-
Ž . Ž .ti¤e Petersen-type geometries: J Mat and J 3Mat . A flag-transiti¤e22 22
Ã Ž .automorphism group is isomorphic to M or M for J Mat and to 3M or22
Ã Ž . Ž .3M nonsplit extensions for J 3Mat . The stabilizer of a ¤ertex from J in22 3
4 Ã Ã 5Ž . Ž .M and 3M is 2 Sym 5 , while in M and 3M it is 2 Sym 5 .
w xProof. 16 .
Ž .LEMMA 4.6. i E¤ery Mat -triangle with a faithful completion is iso-22
Ž .morphic to M , M , M , and M is the unique faithful completion of thisa b g
triangle.
Ž .ii E¤ery Aut Mat -triangle with a faithful completion is isomorphic to22
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ .M , M , M , and M is the unique faithful completion of this triangle.a b g
Ž . Ž .Proof. i Let M , M , M be a Mat -triangle with a faithful com-1 2 3 22
Ž . Ž .pletion N. Define a triangle N , N , N by N s C Q l Q , N s M ,1 2 3 1 M 1 2 2 214 Ž .and N s M . Then N ; 2 Sym 4 by Lemma 4.2, and since M s3 3 1 1
² : Ž .N , M , N is also a faithful completion of N , N , N . Let J s1 13 1 2 3
Ž .G N; N , N , N . Then it is easy to check using the information in Lemma1 2 3
4.2 that G is a rank 3 Petersen-type geometry on which N acts flag-transi-
4 Ž .tively. By Theorem 4.5 and since N s M ; 2 Sym 5 , we have N ( M or3 3
4 Ž .N ( 3M, but in the latter case M ; 2 3 ? Alt 6 . Hence N ( M, and1
Ž . .M , M , M is isomorphic to M , M , M .1 2 3 a b g
Ž .ii is proved similarly.
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Ž . ŽThe coset graph G s G M; M , M , M which coincides with1 2 3
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ ..G M; M , M , M possesses a natural description in terms of the Steiner1 2 3
system S and a pair p, q of distinguished elements from the basic set V.
 4Namely, G are the hexads, which are octads containing p, q with p and1
 4q removed; G are the octets, which are the octads disjoint from p, q ; and2
 4G are the pairs, which are 2-element subsets of V _ p, q . A hexad and3
an octet are adjacent if they are disjoint; the adjacency between the hexads
 4and pairs is via inclusion. Finally, an octet is adjacent to a pair r, s if it is
 4the union of two tetrads from the sextet containing p, q, r, s . In Figures
Ž .4]6 we present the diagrams D Mat describing the orbits of M on Gi 22 i
and the adjacencies between the vertices in these orbits. These diagrams
Ž .are analogous to the diagrams D Mat . The proofs of the diagrams cani 24
w xbe found in Section 3.9 in 9 .
We need some further refinement of the information given on the
diagrams in Figures 4]6.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.7. i Let a g G 32, 3 . View G a as the set of points in a1 3
ÃŽ .4-dimensional symplectic space S o¤er GF 2 , with M rQ acting as the fulla 2
Ãgroup of automorphisms. Then M fixes a nondegenerate quadratic form Q ofg a
Ž .minus type on S and G 40, 3 is the set of singular points of Q. In particular,3
Ž . Ž . Ž .for each b g G a , there is a unique c g G ab l G 40, 3 .2 3 3
ÃŽ . Ž .ii Q act regularly on G 32, 3 .g 1
Ž .FIG. 4. D Mat .1 22
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Ž .FIG. 5. D Mat .2 22
Ã Ž .Proof. Note that any subgroup of index 32 in M is isomorphic Sym 5 ,g
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .and so in particular, M ( Sym 5 and Q acts regularly on G 32, 3 .g a g 1
Ž .Thus the lemma follows directly from the diagram D Mat and elemen-3 22
Ž .tary properties of the 4-dimensional symplectic GF 2 -geometry.
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .LEMMA 4.8. Let c g G 160, 3 . Then M Q rQ ( Sym 3 = C , Q l3 g c c c 2 c
Ã ÃM s 1, and Q l M ( C .g c g 2
Ž .Proof. By D Mat , g j c is not contained in a hexad. In particular, g3 22
and c are disjoint. Thus there exist exactly two hexads a and a such that1 2
Ãc ; a and g l a / B. Thus M normalizes a subset of size two of thei i g c
Ã Ã Ã Ž .five hexads adjacent to c. Thus M Q rQ is contained in a Sym 3 = Cg c c c 2
subgroup of M rQ . Let t g Q l M . Then t normalizes a and fixesc c c g i
g l a for i s 1, 2 and fixes the two elements in c. Thus t fixes threei
Ž .elements in a . Since M rQ ( Alt 6 , t does not induce a 2-cycle on a1 a a 11 1
and thus fixes a elementwise. Since t also fixes the point a l g outside1 2
Ã Ã< <of a , we conclude that t s 1 and Q l M s 1. Thus Q l M F 2.1 c g c g
Ã Ã Ã Ã< < < <Since M Q rQ F 12 and M s 24, the lemma is established.g c c c g c
5. J -TRIANGLES4
In this section we establish the existence and uniqueness of a J -triangle4
of groups. We follow the notation from Section 1.
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Ž .FIG. 6. D Mat .3 22
Ž .LEMMA 5.1. Let M , M , M be a J -triangle. Let K ( Mat be a1 2 3 4 1 24
Ž .complement to Q in M , let K ( L 2 be a complement to Q in M , and1 1 2 5 2 2
let L be the unique normal subgroup in M such that M rL ( Sym . Let S3 3 5
Ž .be the Steiner system of type 5, 8, 24 such that Q is the irreducible Todd1
Ž .module associated with the action of K on S , and V 3 be an M -set of size1 3
Ž Ž ..5 such that C V 3 s L. ThenM3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i There are subsets V 3 and V 3 in V 3 of size 1 and 2,1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..respecti¤ely, with V 3 › V 3 such that M s N V 3 and M s1 2 31 M 1 323
Ž Ž ..N V 3 ; in particular,M 23
M rQ ( Sym 4 = L 2 , M rQ ( C = Sym 3 = L 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .31 3 3 32 3 2 3
and BrQ ( C = C = L 2 ,Ž .3 2 2 3
moreo¤er, Q l Q F Q and T g M .1 2 3 13 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii There is a natural L 2 -module V 2 of M , a 1-space V 2 , and5 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..a 2-space V 2 in V 2 with V 2 F V 2 such that M s N V 2 and3 1 3 23 M 32
Ž Ž ..M s N V 2 ; in particular,21 M 12
M rQ ; 26 Sym 3 = L 2 , M rQ ; 24L 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .23 2 3 21 2 4
and BrQ ; 23q3q1L 2 .Ž .2 3
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Ž .iii There is an octad a and a trio b containing a such that M Q s12 1
Ž . Ž .N a and M s N b ; in particular,M 13 M1 1
M rQ ; 26 Sym 3 = L 2 , M Q rQ ; 24L 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .13 1 3 12 1 1 4
and BQ rQ ; 23q3q1L 2 ;Ž .1 1 3
< <moreo¤er, Q rQ l M s 2.1 1 2
Ž .iv For all i / j, M acts irreducibly on T rQ .i j i j j
Ž . Ž .v T s Q Q , T s Q Q , and T s Q l M Q .13 1 3 23 2 3 12 1 2 2
Ž . < < < < 4vi Q rQ l Q s 2, Q rQ l Q s 2 , and Q is isomorphic to2 2 3 2 1 2 2
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .H V 2 *, where V 2 is as in ii .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .vii F Q s Z Q is a natural L 2 -module for M and Q rF Q3 3 3 3 3 3
Ž .( D m D , where D is a natural GL 4 -module for M and D is dual to1 2 1 2 3 2
Ž .Z Q .3
Ž . 2Ž .viii L s O B .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ix N Q l Q s M if i, j / 1, 2 and N Q l Q sM i j i j M 1 2i 1
Q M .1 12
< <Proof. Since M rM s 5 and M has a unique class of subgroups of3 13 3
Ž . gindex 5, we can put V 3 s M rM so that L s F M . Since3 31 g g M 313
< < Ž .M rB s 3, M has an orbit of length 3 on V 3 . Thus M LrL is32 32 32
Ž .contained in a Sym 3 = C -subgroup of M rL. Since the index of M in2 3 23
Ž .M and the index of Sym 3 = C in Sym are both 10, we conclude that3 2 5
Ž .L F M and M rL ( Sym 3 = C . In particular, L F B, and since32 32 2
< <M rB s 3, we have BrL ( C = C . This implies that BrL contains32 2 2
Ž . Ž .2-cycles and so BrL / O M rL . As O M rL s T LrL, we get2 31 2 31 31
Ž .T g B and T g M , which gives i .31 13 2
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .For ii let i g 1, 3 and let V 2 be some natural L 2 -module for M .5 2
< < < <Since M rM s 155 and M rM s 31, M contains a Sylow 2-sub-2 23 2 21 2 i
group of M . In particular, Q F M , and M is the normalizer of some2 2 2 i 2 i
Ž . < < Ž Ž ..flag in V 2 . Since M rM s 31, M s N V 2 for some 1- or 4-space2 21 21 M 12
Ž . Ž . Ž .V 2 in V 2 . Replacing V 2 by its dual if necessary, we may assume that1
Ž . < < Ž Ž ..V 2 is a 1-space. Since M rM s 155, M s N V 2 for some 2- or1 2 23 23 M 32
Ž . Ž . < < < <3-space V 2 in V 2 . Since M rM l M s M rB s 3, which is3 23 23 12 23
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .odd, V 2 F V 2 and V 2 is a 2-space. Thus ii holds.1 3 3
Ž . < <iii Since M rM s 3795, M contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of1 13 13
Ž .M , and so by Lemma 3.4 M s N b for some trio b in S . Suppose1 13 M1
< < < < Ž .that Q F Q . Since Q ) Q , Q g Q . By ii M acts irreducibly on1 3 1 2 1 2 12
T rQ , and so T s Q Q . Hence T s Q Q F Q Q F T , a contra-12 2 12 1 2 12 1 2 3 2 23
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Ž . Ž .diction, since by ii T centralizes V 2 but T does not. Thus Q g Q ,23 3 12 1 3
Ž . < <and so by i , Q Q s T and Q g M . Hence Q g M , Q rQ l M1 3 13 1 2 1 12 1 1 2
< < Ž .s 2, M rM Q s 759, and by Lemma 3.4, M Q s N a for some1 12 1 12 1 M1
< <octad a . Also M rQ B s 3. By Lemma 3.2, M rQ has a unique class3 1 13 1
Ž .of subgroups of index 3, and so BQ s N a* for some octad a* in b.1 M13
Ž . Ž .By 3.4 ii BQ fixes a unique octad, so a s a* and iii holds.1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv follows from i , ii , and iii .
Ž .aWe have already proved that Q Q s T . Now T LrL contains a1 3 13 13
Ž . Ž .2-cycles, and by i Q l M g T . Thus Q l M g Q , and by iv ,1 2 23 1 2 2
Ž . < < < < Ž .Q l M Q s T . Since Q ) Q , Q g Q , and by iv Q Q s T1 2 2 12 3 2 3 2 2 3 23
Ž .and v holds.
Ž . Ž . < Ž . < < < < < Ž .By v and i Q r Q l Q s Q Q rQ s T rQ s 2, by v and2 2 3 2 3 3 23 3
Ž . < Ž . < < < 4 Ž .iii Q r Q l Q s T rQ s 2 , and by i Q l Q F Q . By the2 2 1 12 1 2 1 3
2 Ž . 2 Ž .definition of J -triangle, Q is isomorphic either to H V 2 or to H V 2 *.4 2
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Since M s N V 2 for a 1-space V 2 in V 2 , the only proper21 M 1 12
subspace in Q normalized by M has dimension 4 in the former case and2 12
Ž .dimension 6 in the latter case. Since Q l Q is a 6-space, vi follows.1 2
Ž . Ž .Let Z s C Q . Since T s Q Q , we have Z s C T . Since Q3 Q 3 13 1 3 3 Q 13 11 1
is the irreducible Todd module, by Lemma 3.7 Z has order 23 and3
Ž . Ž . Ž .Z F Q l Q . By Lemma 3.7 iii Z Q F Z and hence Z s Z Q . By3 1 2 3 3 3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv and v F Q F Q l Q . Since Z - Q l Q - Q l Q , since M3 1 2 3 1 2 1 3 13
Ž .acts irreducibly on Q l Q rZ , and since M normalizes F Q , we1 3 3 31 3
Ž . wconclude that F Q F Z . On the other hand, by Lemma 3.7 Q l3 3 1
x Ž . Ž .Q , Q s Z , and so F Q s Z . By Lemma 3.7, Q l Q rZ is the3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3
unique proper M -submodule in Q rZ . Moreover, all composition fac-31 3 3
tors for L on Q rZ are dual to Z , and the elements of order three in3 3 3
Ž . Ž .C Z act fixed-point freely on Q rZ . By ii Q l Q rZ is the uniqueM 3 3 3 2 3 331
proper M -submodule in Q rZ , and since Q l Q - Q l Q , Q l23 3 3 1 2 2 3 1
Ž .Q / Q l Q . Thus M acts irreducible on Q rZ and vii holds.3 2 3 3 3 3
Ž . Ž . < < Ž . 2Ž . Ž .viii By i BrL s 4, and by vii O L s L. Thus viii holds.
Ž .ix Clearly Q l Q is normal in Q M , and the latter is equal toi j i i j
Ž . Ž .M unless i, j s 1, 2 . On the other hand, in each case Q M rQ isi j i i j i
maximal in M rQ and hence the result follows.i i
Our next result will be used as a characterization of M .12
LEMMA 5.2. For i s 1 and 2 let X be a group generated by subgroups Z ,i i
A , B , and R such thati i i
Ž . Ž .i R is isomorphic to L 2 .i 4
Ž . 6 4ii Z , A , and B are elementary abelian 2-groups of order 2 , 2 , andi i i
24, respecti¤ely.
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Ž .iii R normalizes Z , A , and B ; A and B are isomorphic naturali i i i i i
Ž .L 2 -modules for R ; and Z is isomorphic to the exterior square of A , that is,4 i i i
qŽ .Z is a natural V 2 -module for R .i 6 i
Ž .iv Z centralizes A and B .i i i
Ž . w xv A , B s Z .i i i
Then
Ž .a There exists an isomorphism from X onto X mapping Y to Y1 2 1 2
for Y s Z, A, B, and R.
Ž . 2b Out X is elementary abelian of order 2 .i
 4  4Proof. Fix i g 1, 2 and put Y s Y for Y g X, R, A, B, Z . Picki
Ž .1 / a g A and put P s C a . Note that A, B, and Z are absolutelyR
Ž . Ž .irreducible GF 2 R-modules, and so there exist unique GF 2 R-isomor-
2 Ž .phisms f : A “ B and c : H A “ Z. Define j : A = A “ Z by j ¤ , w s
w Ž .x w x w x¤ , f w . Since A is irreducible and A, B / 1, a, B / 1. Note that
w x Ž . Ž .a, B and BrC a are isomorphic as GF 2 P-modules. Moreover, PB
w Ž .x Ž .fixes no nonzero vector in Z, and so a, f a s 1. Thus j a, a s 1, and
Ž . 2so j extends to a GF 2 R-homomorphism J: H A “ Z. Thus J s c ,
w Ž .x Ž . Ž .and so ¤ , f w s c ¤ n w for all ¤ , w g A. It is now clear that a
holds.
Put Q s ABZ. By Lemma 2.7 all complements to QrZ in XrZ are
conjugate in XrZ, and ZR has two classes of complements to Z. Thus X
Ž .has two classes of complements to Q, and it follows easily from a that
there exists an automorphism of X interchanging these two classes. Let a
be an automorphism of X normalizing R. Since the module for R dual to
A is not involved in Q, a induces an inner automorphism on R. So we may
assume that a centralizes R.
Let CrZ be the unique irreducible R-submodule in QrZ different from
AZrZ and BZrZ. We claim that R does not normalize a complement to
Z in C. First notice that if a complement in C exists, it should consist of
Ž . Ž .the elements bf b , b g A, since af a is the only element in C invariant
under the maximal parabolic P in R. However, these elements are not
closed under multiplication, since
af a bf b s abf ab f a , bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w Ž . xand the factor f a , b is nontrivial when a / b. Thus the claim follows.
a  4  a a 4 Ž .By the claim, A g C and A, B s A , B . Again by a there exists
an automorphism of X normalizing R and interchanging A and B. So we
may assume that a normalizes A and B. Since a centralizes R and since
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Ž .A, B and Z are absolutely irreducible GF 2 R-modules, a centralizes A,
B, and Z, and a is the identity automorphism.
Ž . Ž . T Ž Ž .. Ž .Let V 2 be a 5-dimensional GF 2 -space, K s GL V 2 ( L 2 , and2 5
T T 2 Ž . TM be the semidirect product of Q [ H V 2 * and K with respect to2 2 2
Ž . Ž . Tthe natural action. Let V 2 be a 1-space in V 2 , K be the stabilizer of1 21
Ž . T T TV 2 in K , and M be the subgroup in M that is the semidirect1 2 21 2
T T Ž .product of Q and K . Let S be a Steiner system of type 5, 8, 24 ,2 21
KT s Aut S ( Mat , QT be the 11-dimensional Todd module associated1 24 1
with the action of KT on S , and MT be the semidirect product of QT and1 1 1
MT. Let a be an octad in S , KT be the stabilizer of a in KT , H be the1 12 1 1
T T Ž .unique hyperplane in Q stabilized by K compare Lemmas 3.2 and 3.7 ,1 12
and MT be the subgroup in MT that is the semidirect product of H and12 1 1
KT .12
LEMMA 5.3. Let X s Z A B R the group introduced in Lemma 5.2.i i i i i
Then
Ž . T Ti there is an isomorphism of M onto X that sends K onto A R ;21 i 21 i i
Ž . T Tii there is an isomorphism of M onto X that sends K onto A R .12 i 12 i i
Ž .Proof. By Lemma 2.8 and the obvious duality, there is an orbit H 2 *
Ž . T Ž .of L 2 on the set of vectors in Q indexed by the 3-spaces in V 2 . Let5 2
Ž T . T Ž T . TA s Q K , Q s O M , and R be a complement to A in K2 2 21 21 2 21 2 2 21
Ž . Ž .normalizing a complement U to V 2 in V 2 . Then R is isomorphic to1 2
Ž . TL 2 and A is the kernel of the action of K on the set of subspaces in4 2 21
Ž . Ž .V 2 containing V 1 . This means that A is dual to U, and the latter is2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .canonically isomorphic to V 2 rV 2 . The elements from H 2 * corre-1
Ž .sponding to 3-spaces containing V 2 are centralized by A , and by a1 2
standard property of exterior squares they generate an R -submodule Z2 21
T 2 Ž .in Q isomorphic to H A . The elements from H 2 * corresponding to2 2
3-spaces taken from U generate a complement B to Z in QT normal-2 21 2
Ž . Ž T .Tized by R and isomorphic to A . In particular, Z s C A s Z Q .2 2 21 Q 2 212T Ž .Moreover, M s Z A B R and i follows.21 21 2 2 2
Ž T . Ž . TTNext, let A s O K and Z s C A . Let t g Q _ H . By Lem-1 2 12 12 Q 1 1 11
Ž .mas 3.2 and 3.7 i A acts regularly on the elements in tH rZ . Put1 1 12
Ž .TR s N tZ . Then by the Frattini argument R is a complement to A1 K 12 1 112T Ž . tin K . In particular, R ( L 2 . Put B s A . Since t normalizes Z R12 1 4 1 1 12 1
and Z R normalizes A , we conclude that Z R normalizes B . Thus12 1 1 12 1 1
B is R -invariant. Clearly A and B are isomorphic as R -modules, and1 1 1 1 1
by Lemma 3.7 Z is isomorphic to the exterior square of A . Moreover,12 1
T Ž .M s Z A B R , and so by Lemma 5.2 we obtain ii .12 12 1 1 1
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LEMMA 5.4. With MT , MT , MT , and MT as abo¤e, there exists a unique1 2 12 21
Ž T T . T T T T T Tamalgam M , M such that M l M s M s M and K s K .1 2 1 2 12 21 12 21
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 there is an isomorphism of MT onto MT that12 21
sends KT onto KT , and hence the existence follows. To prove the12 21
uniqueness it is sufficient to show that for every automorphism s of MT12
there is an automorphism d of MT that normalizes MT such that the1 12
restriction of d to MT coincides with s . This is certainly true if s is an12
Ž .inner automorphism, and by Lemmas 5.2 b and 5.3 the outer automor-
phism group of MT is of order 22. Thus it is sufficient to present a12
Ã Tsubgroup M in the automorphism group of M , containing the inner1 1
T Žautomorphisms such that M identified with a subgroup of inner auto-12
T Ã T T 2. Ž .morphisms of M has trivial centralizer in M and N M rM ( 2 .Ã1 1 M 12 121Ã TŽ .Let Q be the 12-dimensional GF 2 M -module obtained from the 24-di-1 1
mensional permutational module on the element set V of the Steiner
Ãsystem S modulo the 12-dimensional Golay code. Let M be the semidi-1
Ã T Ã Trect product of Q and K . Then M contains M as a subgroup of index1 1 1 1
T ÃaŽ w x w x.2. It is well known cf. 1 or 9 that K has four orbits on Q with1 1
lengths 24, 276, 2024, and 1771 indexed by 1-, 2-, 3-element subsets of V
Ž T .and by the sextets, respectively. This shows that C K s 1 and henceÃQ 121
Ž T . TC M s 1. On the other hand, it is clear that M is a normalÃM 12 121 2 Ãsubgroup of index 2 in the subgroup in M that is the semidirect product1
TÃof Q and K , and the result follows.1 12
In view of the preceding lemma, we may and do identify MT with MT12 21
and KT with KT .12 21
Ž .LEMMA 5.5. Let M , M , M be a J -triangle of groups. There exists an1 2 3 4
Ž T T .isomorphism k of the amalgam M , M as in Lemma 5.4 onto the1 2
Ž .subamalgam M , M .1 2
Ž . Ž . TProof. By Definition 1.3 i , ii there are isomorphisms k : M “ M1 1 1
T Ž . Ž .and k : M “ M . By Lemma 5.1 ii and iii these isomorphisms can be2 2 2
Ž T . Ž T .chosen in such a way that k M s M and k M s M . Now the12 12 21 21
uniqueness statement in Lemma 5.4 ensures existence of the isomorphism
k of amalgams.
Notice that at this stage we do not know whether a J -triangle of groups4
Ž T T .exists, but we do know that the rank two amalgam M , M exists.1 2
T Ž . TTLet b be a trio containing the octad a . Put M s N b , B s13 M1T T T 2Ž T . T Ž T . T Ž T . T Ž T .TM l M , L s O B , M s N L , Q s O M , Q s O L ,12 13 23 M 13 2 13 3 22T Ž T .and Z s Z Q .3 3
Ž . T 2, 3Ž T . T Ž T . T T Ž . TTLEMMA 5.6. i L s O M , M s N L , L rQ ( L 2 , L13 13 M 3 31T T T T T T w T T x T T Tsplits o¤er Q , Q l Q F H g L , Q l Q s Q , Q , Q s Q Q ,3 1 3 1 1 3 1 13 13 1 3
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T Ž T . Ž T . Ž T . T Ž . TTZ s F Q s Q 9 s C Q , Z is a natural L 2 -module for L , and3 3 3 Q 13 3 33T T Ž . TQ rZ is the direct sum of four natural L 2 -modules dual to Z .3 3 3 3
Ž . T Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Tii M s N V 2 , where V 2 is some 2-space in V 2 containing23 M 3 32
Ž .V 2 .1
Ž . T T Ž . T T Ž .iii M rL ( Sym 4 and M rL ( Sym 3 = C .13 23 2
Ž . T T T T T Tiv B s M l M , B rL ( C = C , and B is not normal in1 23 2 2
MT .13
Ž . Ž T . Ž T .T Tv C L s 1 s C L .M M1 2
Ž .vi The isomorphism k in Lemma 5.5 can be chosen in such a way
Ž T .that k Y s Y for Y s B, L, M , M , Q , and Z .13 23 3 3
Proof. Let L9 be the kernel of the action of MT on the three octads in13
2Ž T . T Tb. Since O B fixes the two octads in b different from a , L F L9 F B ,
T 2Ž . T T T T Ž T .Tand so L s O L9 e M . Since M is maximal in M , M s N L .13 13 1 13 M1
Ž .The remaining statements in i now follow from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.7
Ž . Ž .i ] iii .
Recall that we identified MT and MT . Since a is contained in 15 trios,12 21
T T T Ž Ž .. Ž .TB has index 15 in M . Thus B s N V 2 , where V 2 is a 2- or12 M 3 312
Ž . Ž . Ž . T T4-space in V 2 containing V 2 . If V 2 is a 4-space, then B rQ is an1 3 2
7 Ž . T 2Ž T .extraspecial group of order 2 extended by L 2 . Since L s O L s3
2Ž T . TO B , we conclude that L has a chief factor isomorphic to C , a2
Ž . Ž . T 2Ž T .contradiction to i . Thus V 2 is a 2-space and L s O B s3
2Ž Ž Ž ... T Ž Ž ..T TO C V 2 . This means that L is normal in N V 2 , and since theM 3 M 32 2T T Ž T . Ž .Tlatter is maximal in M , it must be equal to M s N L and ii2 23 M2
follows.
Ž . T T T Ž . Ž .iii By Lemma 3.2, M rL Q ( Sym 3 , and by Lemma 3.7 iii13 1
T T T Ž . TQ rQ l Q is isomorphic to the natural L 2 -module for M . Thus1 1 3 2 13
T T Ž . T T T T Ž . TM rL ( Sym 4 . In M we compute that M rL Q ( Sym 3 , M13 2 23 2 23
T T < T T T < T T Ž .splits over L Q , and Q rQ l Q s 2. Thus M rL ( Sym 3 = C .2 2 2 3 23 2
Ž . T Ž T . T T T T Ž Ž .T Tiv Clearly B s N L s M l M s M l M s N V 2 ,M 12 13 21 23 M 112 2
Ž .. T T T T TV 2 . Hence we compute in M that B rL ( C = C . Since Q g M ,3 2 2 2 1 12
T T T T T T Ž T T . Twe have B / Q L . Since Q L rL s O M rL , B is not normal in1 1 2 13
MT .13
Ž . T Ž . Tv is readily verified in M see Lemma 3.2 and M .1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally vi follows from i ] v and Lemma 5.1.
T Ž T T .Let M be the universal completion of the amalgam M , M which3 13 23
T T T .is the free amalgamated product of M and M over B and let13 23
Ž T T T . T T TM , M , M be a triangle of groups where M l M s M for 1 F i -1 2 3 i j i j
j F 3. We are ready to prove the uniqueness statement for J -triangles.4
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LEMMA 5.7. E¤ery J -triangle of groups is isomorphic to the triangle4
Ž T T T . Ž T .TM , M , M rN , where N s C L .1 2 3 M3
Ž .Proof. Let M , M , M be a J -triangle of groups and k be an1 2 3 4
Ž T T . Ž .isomorphism of M , M onto M , M as in Lemma 5.5, satisfying the1 2 1 2
Ž .condition in Lemma 5.6 vi . Since M is generated by the subgroups M ,3 31
Ž T T T . Ž .M , there is a mapping of M , M , M onto M , M , M whose32 1 2 3 1 2 3
restriction to MT j MT coincides with k and whose restriction to MT is a1 2 3
Ž .homomorphism x onto M . Thus the isomorphism type of M , M , M is3 1 2 3
Ž T .Tuniquely determined by the kernel N of x . We claim that N s C L .M3
On the one hand, N and LT are normal subgroups in MT and N l LT s 1,3
since the restriction of k to LT is an isomorphism onto L; hence
Ž T . Ž .TN F C L . On the other hand, by Lemma 5.6 v and since M rL (M 33
Ž . Ž . Ž T .TSym 5 , we have C L s 1 and hence N G C L . Thus the claimM M3 3
follows and implies the result.
Ž .For the remainder of the section we identify M , M , M with1 2 3
Ž T T T . Ž T .TM , M , M rN , where N s C L . To prove the existence we have1 2 3 M3
to show that this is in fact a J -triangle of groups. For this we have to show4
Ž .that M rL ( Sym 5 . By the definition M is the subgroup in Aut L3 3
Žgenerated by M and M identified with their isomorphic images in13 23
.Aut L . We need the following preliminary result.
Ž .LEMMA 5.8. Let S be the symmetric group Sym 6 of degree 6. Let H1
Ž . Ž .and H be subgroups in S with H ( Sym 4 , H ( Sym 3 = C , and2 1 2 2
² : Ž .H l H ( C = C . Then H , H ( Sym 5 .1 2 2 2 1 2
Proof. Let A and A be representatives of the conjugacy classes of1 2
Ž .Sym 5 subgroups in S. Put V s SrA , i s 1, 2. We choose representa-i i
tives k , k , and k of the conjugacy classes of involutions in S so that k1 2 3 i
Ž .acts as a transposition on V for i s 1, 2 and k g S9 ( Alt 6 . Theni 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C k ( C k ( Sym 4 = C and C k ( D = C . There are twoS 1 S 2 2 S 3 8 2
Ž .conjugacy classes of Sym 4 subgroups in S not contained in S9. We
choose representatives B and B of these classes so that B is the1 2 i
elementwise stabilizer in S of a pair of cosets from V , or equivalently,i
that B contains a conjugate of k , i s 1, 2. Applying the symmetry withi i
respect to the full automorphism group of S, we assume that the central
involution in H is k . Then H acting on V fixes a coset, say a , and2 1 2 1
H l H fixes two such cosets, say a and b. Since H contains k , it is a1 2 1 1
conjugate of B and hence fixes two cosets from V . Clearly these cosets1 1
² :must be a and b. This means that H , H fixes a , and obviously it is1 2
Ž .the whole stabilizer of a in S, isomorphic to Sym 5 .
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LEMMA 5.9. Let M be the subgroup of Aut L generated by M and M .3 13 23
Ž . Ž .Then M rL ( Sym 5 . In particular, M , M , M is a J -triangle of groups.3 1 2 3 4
Proof. We will use the information about M and M obtained in13 23
Lemma 5.6 without further reference. Let U be a complement to Q in L3
and S be a Sylow 7-subgroup of U. Since Z is a natural module for L, M3 3
Ž .induces only inner automorphism on LrQ , and so M s C S L. Put3 3 M3
Ž . Ž . Ž .C s C Q rZ l C Z and E s C S . Then C s Q E. Let e g E.M 3 3 M 3 C 33 3
Then the map
w xj : Q rZ “ Z , xZ ‹ x , e3 3 3 3
Ž .is a GF 2 S-homomorphism. Since Q rZ is the direct sum of four3 3
Ž .L 2 -modules dual to Z , none of the S-composition factors in Q rZ are3 3 3 3
isomorphic to Z . Hence the image of j is the identity and E centralizes3
w x Ž .Q . In particular, U, E F C Q s Z , normalizes Z U, and E acts3 L 3 3 3
faithfully on Z U. By Lemma 2.7 Z U has two classes of complements, and3 3
< < < <so E F 2 and CrQ F 2.3
Ž .Put D s C Z and M s M rC. Then D centralizes LrQ and DM 3 3 3 33
acts faithfully on Q rZ . Thus there exists a faithful four-dimensional3 3
Ž .GF 2 D-module R so that as D-module Q rZ is isomorphic to the direct3 3
Ž .sum of three copies of R. Let D s C Z s M l D. Notice thati M 3 i3i3
² :M s D = L, M s D = L, and M s M , M . Thus D s3 i3 i 3 13 23
² : Ž . Ž .D , D , D ( Sym 4 , D ( Sym 3 = C , and D l D ( C = C . By1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2
Ž .Lemma 3.7 iii Q l Q is the only M -invariant subgroup between Z1 3 13 3
Ž .and Q . Similarly, Q is uniserial as GF 2 M -module, and Q l Q is3 2 23 2 3
the only M -invariant subgroup between Z and Q . In addition, Q l Q23 3 3 2 3
has index 2 in Q and Q l Q has index 24 in Q . Thus Q l Q l Q /2 1 2 2 1 2 3
Q l Q and Q l Q / Q l Q . Hence D acts irreducibly on R.2 3 1 3 2 3
We claim that D preserves on R a nondegenerate symplectic form.
Notice that Q is nonabelian, and D centralizes QX s Z . Let X F Z3 3 3 3
< < Xwith X s 4 and Q g X. Let Y be maximal in Q with respect to the3 3
w xcondition Q , Y F X. Let WrY be an irreducible D-submodule of Q rY,3 3
w xand let K be maximal in Q with W, K F X. Then we obtain a nonde-3
generate D-invariant bilinear map,
f : WrY = Q rK “ Z rX ( GF 2Ž .3 3
w xwY , qK ‹ w , q X .Ž .
Hence by linear algebra, Q rK is isomorphic to the dual of WrY and so3
is irreducible. On the other hand, all composition factors of D in Q rZ3 3
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are isomorphic to R. Hence f induces a D-invariant nondegenerate
bilinear map,
c : R = R “ GF 2 .Ž .
It remains to show that we can choose c to be a symplectic form.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Define c * x, y s c x, y q c y, x . Then clearly, c * x, y is symmetric
Ž . Ž .and c * x, x s 0. As D acts irreducibly on R, either c * x, y s 0 for
every x, y g R or c * is the nondegenerate D-invariant symplectic form.
Suppose that c * is trivial. In this case c is symmetric. In particular,
 < Ž . 4r g R c r, r s 0 forms a D-invariant subspace of index at most 2 in R.
Ž .As R is irreducible, we conclude that c r, r s 0 for all r g R, and so c
is a symplectic form and the claim follows. Thus D is a subgroup in
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Sp 2 ( Sym 6 generated by D ( Sym 4 and D ( Sym 3 = C with4 1 2 2
Ž .D l D ( C = C . Hence D ( Sym 5 by Lemma 5.8.1 2 2 2
< <Notice that M rC s DLrC and M rM C s 5. Since M rL (3 3 13 13
Ž .Sym 4 does not contain normal subgroups of order 2, M l C F Q , and13 3
hence M rQ is a complement to CrQ in M CrQ . Thus by Gaschutz'sÈ13 3 3 13 3
XŽ . <theorem, M rQ splits over CrQ . Since D s D D l D Q and D l3 3 3 i i 1 2 3 1
Ž X . < < X < < Ž . Ž . <D r D l D l D Q s 2, M rM Q F 2. But Sym 5 rSym 5 9 s 2;2 1 2 1 3 3 3 3
hence CrQ s 1 and the lemma is proved.3
Thus up to isomorphism there exists a unique J -triangle of groups.4
6. AMALGAMS OF MODULES
In this section we prove a number of results to be used in the next
Ž .section, where a J -triangle of groups will be constructed inside GL C .4 1333
The following lemma is of crucial importance.
Ž .LEMMA 6.1. Let M , M , M be a triangle of groups, H be a group, and1 2 3
A be a subgroup of Aut H. Suppose that for all 1 F i F 3, there exist
homomorphisms a : M “ H and elements a g A such thati i i
< < < < < <a a s a , a a s a , and a a s a .M M M M M M1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 213 13 12 12 23 23
Put MU s M a3 ay12 , MU s M a1, MU s M a1, and B* s B a1. Then23 23 13 13 12 12
Ž .i The following two statements are equi¤alent:
Ž .a1 There exist b g A, 1 F i F 3, such thati
< <a b s a b , for all i / j.M Mi i j ji j i j
Ž . Ž U . Ž U . Ž U .a2 a a a g C M C M C M .2 1 3 A 23 A 13 A 12
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Ž . U U U Ž . Ž .ii B* F M l M l M and a a a g C B* . In particular, a212 13 23 2 1 3 A
Ž .and a1 hold if
) C B* s C MU C MU C MU .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A A 23 A 13 A 12
Ž . Ž .iii Assume that a1 holds and that each a , 1 F i F 3, is one to one.i
Put MU s M a i b i. If MU l MU s M a i b i for all 1 F i - j F 3, theni i i j i j
Ž U U U . Ž .M , M , M is a triangle of groups isomorphic to M , M , M .1 2 3 1 2 3
Proof. Replacing a by a a , a by a ay1 and a by a a a we may2 2 3 3 3 2 1 2 1 3
assume that a s a s 1.2 3
Ž . y1 Ž .i Replacing b by b b , for all i, we see that a1 is equivalent toi i 1
Ž . < < < < <1 a s a b , a s a b and a b sM M M M M1 3 3 1 2 2 2 213 13 12 12 23
<a b for some b , b g A.M2 3 2 323
< < < < < < Ž .Since a s a , a s a and a s a a , 1 isM M M M M M1 3 1 2 2 3 113 13 12 12 23 23
equi¤alent to
Ž . Ž U . Ž U . y1 Ž U .2 b g C M , b g C M , and a b b g C M for3 A 13 2 A 12 1 2 3 A 23
some b , b g A.2 3
Ž . Ž .Now 2 is obviously equivalent to a2 .
Ž . < < < Uii Since a s a s 1, a s a s a and so B* F M lB B B2 3 2 1 3 12
U U < < < <M l M . Moreover, since a s a a , we get a s a a andM M B B13 23 2 3 1 1 1 123 23
Ž .a g C B* .1 A
Ž .iii is obvious.
LEMMA 6.2. Let K be a field, G be a group, H be a subgroup of finite
index m in G, W be a finite-dimensional KG-module, and U be a nonzero
finite-dimensional KH-module. Suppose that each of the following statements
holds:
Ž .i U is isomorphic to a KH-submodule of W.
Ž .ii dim W s m ? dim U.K K
Ž .iii At least one of W and U m KG is irreducible as a KG-module.K H
Then W ( U m KG as KG-modules.K H
Ž .Proof. By i and the universality property of induced modules, there
Ž .exists a nonzero KH-homomorphism F: U m KG “ W. By iii F isK H
Ž . Ž . Ž .onto in the first case or one-to-one in the second case . By ii dim WK
s m ? dim U s dim U m KG, and so F is an isomorphism.K K K H
Ž .Fundamental to our construction of a J -triangle inside GL C is the4 1333
concept of ``amalgam of modules.'' Amalgams of modules are a special
Ž w x.case of sheaves see, for example, 14 and can be discussed in broad
generality, but we will restrict ourselves to what is needed in this paper.
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DEFINITION 6.3. Let H be a group and H and H subgroup of H1 2
² :with H s H , H . Put H s H l H and let K be a field.1 2 0 1 2
Ž .i An amalgam of K-modules for H ⁄ H “ H is a tuple1 0 2
Ž .W , W , W , f , f , where W is a KH -module, 0 F i F 2, and f : W “0 1 2 1 2 i i i 0
W is a KH -monomorphism, 1 F i F 2. Such an amalgam of modules isi 0
denoted by
f f1 2
W ⁄ W “ W .1 0 2
f f1 2Ž .ii A faithful KH-completion for W ⁄ W “ W is a tuple1 0 2
Ž .W, c , c , where W is a KH-module and, for 1 F i F 2, c : W “ W are1 2 i i
KH -monomorphisms with f c s f c . Such a completion is denoted byi 1 1 2 2
c c1 2
W “ W ⁄ W .1 2
Ž .Let W be as in part ii of the above definition. In abuse of notation, we
will refer to W itself as a completion of the amalgam of modules.
We following elementary lemma is at the heart of the construction of J .4
f f1 2
LEMMA 6.4. Let W ⁄ W “ W be an amalgam of K-modules for1 0 2
H ⁄ H “ H . Assume that each of the following three statements holds:1 0 2
Ž .1 W is irreducible for 0 F i F 2.i
Ž .2 There exists a normal elementary abelian subgroup Q of H contained
Ž . Ž .in H with C Q s 0 and a hyperplane A in Q such that C A is0 W W0 i
one-dimensional for 0 F i F 2.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 Put N s N A for 0 F i F 2 and N s N A . Then N li H H 0i
Ž X .Ž X .N9 s N l N N l N and N s N N9.0 1 0 2 0
Then W ⁄ W “ W has a faithful and irreducible KH-completion W of1 0 2
< <dimension HrN . Moreo¤er, the Wedderburn components for Q on W are
1-dimensional, and the action of H on these Wedderburn components is
isomorphism to the action on AH.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let 0 F i F 2 and put X s C A . Then from 1 and 2 , Xi W ii
is a Wedderburn component for Q on W , and so W ( X m KH . Sincei i i K N ii
X is one-dimensional, N X centralizes X . Let 1 F j F 2. Clearly X f j s X ,i i i 0 j
X Ž .and N l N centralizes X and X . By 3 , N l N9 centralizes X .0 j j 0 0 0
Define the KN-module X by X s X as K-vector space and x g s x h0
whenever x g X, g g N and h g N with N9g s N9h. Since N s N N90 0
such h always exists, and since N9 l N centralizes X this is well defined.0 0
Put W s X m KH. As W ( X m KH we conclude that W is aK N i i K N ii
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faithful KH-completion of W ⁄ W ⁄ W . Clearly X is a Wedderburn1 0 2
Ž . < <component for Q on W, N A s N, W is irreducible, and dim W s HrN .H
Ž .7. A J -TRIANGLE IN GL C4 1333
Ž .In this section M , M , M is an arbitrary J -triangle of groups and C is1 2 3 4
the field of complex numbers. Our goal is to define a J -triangle inside4
Ž .GL C .1333
The following notations will be used throughout this section. Let 1 F i,
Ž .j F 3 with i / j. If X is a C M -module, then R X is the restriction of Xi i j
iŽ . Žto M ; if Y is a C M -module, then I Y s Y m C M the module fori j i j C M ii j
. Ž .C M induced from Y and R Y is the restriction of Y to B; and if Z is ai 0
i jŽ .C B-module, then I Z s Z m C M .C B i j
Ž . Ž .In what follows X i will always denote a C M -module, Y ij a C M -t i t i j
module, and Z a C B-module. If G is a group, H F G, U is a C H-module,t
and W is a CG-module, we write U “ W or W ⁄ U, provided that U is
Žisomorphic to a C H-submodule of W. In all cases below, the C H-submod-
.ule of W isomorphic to U will be unique.
2Ž .Put L s O B .
Ž .Let X 1 be an irreducible 45-dimensional C M rQ -module given by1 1 1
w x7 regarded as a C M -module. Then clearly,1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..1 X 1 is irreducible of dimension 45 and C X 1 s Q .1 M 1 11
The next three statements follow from Lemma 3.12:
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .2 Put Y 12 s R X 1 . Then Y 12 is irreducible of dimen-1 12 1 1
Ž Ž ..sion 45 and C Y 12 s Q l M .M 1 1 1212
Ž . Ž .3 Restricted to M , X 1 is the direct sum of irreducible C M -13 1 13
Ž . Ž .modules Y 13 and Y 13 , of dimension 3 and 42, respectively. Moreover,1 2
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..C Y 13 s O M and C Y 13 s Q .M 1 2, 3 13 M 2 113 13
Ž . Ž Ž ..4 For i s 1, 2 put Z s R Y 13 . The Z and Z are irreduciblei 0 i 1 2
Ž .of dimensions 3 and 42, respectively. Moreover, restricted to B, Y 12 is1
isomorphic to Z [ Z .1 2
Ž .Let ArQ be the subgroup isomorphic to Alt 5 in M rQ . By Lemma3 3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5.1 A l M rQ ( Alt 4 . Thus A l M F O M , and so by 313 3 13 2, 3 13
Ž .A l M centralizes Y 13 . Moreover, M s AM , and thus there exists a13 1 3 13
Ž .C M -module X 3 such that3 1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .5 X 3 is irreducible of dimension 3, C X 3 rQ ( Alt 5 ,1 M 1 32
Ž . Ž .and X 3 is isomorphic to Y 13 as a C M -module.1 1 13
Ž . Ž .By 4 and 5 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .6 Put Y 23 s R X 3 . Then Y 23 is irreducible of dimen-1 23 1 1
sion 3 and restricted to B isomorphic to Z .1
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Ž . 2Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Put X 2 s I Y 23 . There are 15 2-spaces of V 2 containing V 21 1 1
Ž . Ž .and 140 s 155 y 15 2-spaces of V 2 that do not contain V 2 . Hence the1
< <orbits of M on M rM have lengths 15 and 140. Moreover, 15 s M rB12 2 23 12
Ž . < <and Y 12 is irreducible of dimension 45 s 15 ? 3 s M rB ? dim Z , and1 12 1
Ž . 2Ž . Ž Ž ..so by Lemma 6.2, Y 12 ( I Z . Since Z s R Y 23 , the definition of1 1 1 1 0 1
Ž .X 2 now implies1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .7 Y 23 “ X 2 , and X 2 is 465-dimensional and is as a C M -1 1 1 12
Ž .module isomorphic to the direct sum of Y 12 and a 420-dimensional1
Ž .C M -module Y 12 .12 2
Ž . Ž .We remark that X 2 and Y 12 are irreducible. With some effort this1 2
could be proved directly at this stage, but we prefer to prove this later on
Ž Ž . Ž ..see 17 and 29 in a shorter but indirect way.
Ž . 3Ž Ž .. Ž .Put X 3 s I Y 13 . By Lemma 3.12 the restriction of Y 13 to L is2 2 2
Ž .an irreducible module U. Hence X 3 restricted to L is the sum of five2
Ž . Ž .irreducible C L-modules U s U, U , . . . , U . By 3 C U s Q l L. Since1 2 5 L 1 1
Ž . Ž .Z Q - Q l L - Q and Z Q is the only proper M -invariant sub-3 1 3 3 3
Ž Ž .. Ž .group properly contained in Q , we have C X 3 / C U . Further-3 L 2 L 1
 4 Ž . Ž .more, M acts primitively on U , . . . , U , and hence C U / C U for3 1 5 L i L j
i / j, and we conclude
Ž . Ž .8 X 3 is the direct sum of five pairwise nonisomorphic 42-di-2
Ž .mensional C L-modules naturally permuted by M rL ( Sym 5 .3
Ž .By Lemma 5.1 i the orbits of M , M , and B on M rM have13 23 3 13
Ž .lengths 1 and 4; 3 and 2; and 1, 2, and 2, respectively. Thus 8 and Clifford
theory imply the following four statements:
Ž . Ž .9 X 3 is irreducible of dimension 210.2
Ž . Ž .10 Restricted to M , X 3 is isomorphic to the direct sum of13 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 13 and Y 13 , where Y 13 is an irreducible C M -module of dimen-2 3 3 23
sion 168.
Ž . Ž .11 Restricted to M , X 3 is the direct sum of irreducible C M -23 2 23
Ž . Ž .modules Y 23 and Y 23 of dimensions 126 and 84, respectively.2 3
Ž . Ž .12 Restricted to B, Y 23 is isomorphic to the direct sum of Z2 2
Ž Ž ..and an irreducible 84-dimensional C B-module Z . Put Z s R Y 23 .3 4 0 3
Then Z is an irreducible 84-dimensional C B-module and Z \ Z . More-4 4 3
Ž .over, restricted to B, Y 13 is isomorphic to the direct sum of Z and Z .3 3 4
Ž Ž .. Ž .Note that by definition see 4 Z is isomorphic to Y 13 as a2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .C B-module, by 3 Y 13 “ X 1 , and by definition see 2 Y 12 is2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .isomorphic to X 1 as a C M -module. Moreover, by 7 Y 12 “ X 2 .1 12 1 1
Hence as C B-modules,
Z ( Y 13 “ X 1 ( Y 12 “ X 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence by 12 , Y 23 ⁄ Z “ X 2 . By 11 Y 23 is irreducible of2 2 1 2
< <dimension 126 s 3 ? 42 s M rB ? dim Z , and we conclude from Lemma23 2
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Ž . 23Ž . Ž .6.2 that Y 23 ( I Z . As Z “ X 2 , the universal property of in-2 2 2 1
duced representations implies that there exists a nonzero C M -homomor-23
Ž . Ž 23Ž .. Ž . Ž .phism from Y 23 ( I Z to X 2 . As Y 23 is irreducible, this2 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .homomorphism is one to one. So Y 23 “ X 2 . Then by 12 Z “2 1 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 23 , and so Z “ X 2 . Since dim Z ) dim Y 12 and Z is irre-2 3 1 3 1 3
Ž . Ž .ducible, by 7 we get Z “ Y 12 . We record3 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .13 Y 23 “ X 2 and Z “ Y 12 .2 1 3 2
By Lemma 5.1 we can pick t g Q _ M . Then clearly t normalizes B1 2
and M . So if T is one of B and M and W is a CT-module, then T acts12 12
on W by w “ w Ž g t . for all w g W, g g T , and we obtain a new CT-mod-
t Ã Ã Ã² : ² :ule, denoted by W . Put B s B t and M s M t . Since BrL12 12
normalizes
ÃŽ .BrL ( C = C in M rL ( Sym 5 , clearly BrL ( D and has orbits of2 2 3 8
Ãlength 1 and 4 on M rM . In particular, B interchanges the two orbits of3 13
Ž . Ž .length 2 for B on M rM . Thus 8 ] 12 imply3 13
t ÃŽ . Ž .14 Z ( Z and B acts irreducibly on Y 13 .4 3 3
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Let X s Y 12 m C M and Y s Z m C B. By 13 Z “ Y 122 C M 12 3 C B 3 212
Ž . Ž .and by 12 Z “ Y 13 . Hence the universal property of induced modules3 3
Žimplies the first part of the following statement the second part is still to
.be proved :
Ž . Ž . Ž .15 X ⁄ Y “ Y 13 and C Q l Q s 0.3 Y Ž12. 1 22
Our nearest goal is to invoke Lemma 6.4 to find a faithful M -comple-1
Ã ÃŽ .tion for the amalgam X ⁄ Y “ Y 13 of C-modules for M ⁄ B “ M .3 12 13
Ž .We start by proving the second part of 15 , which is equivalent to the
Ž .claim that Q l Q acts fixed-point freely on Y 12 and immediately1 2 2
² :implies that Q s Q l M , t acts fixed-point freely on Y. For this1 1 2
Ž .notice that by Lemma 5.1 vi Q l Q is a hyperplane in Q . Further-3 2 2
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .more, by definition see 6 Y 23 s R X 3 , and so by 5 Q and so1 23 1 3
Ž . Ž . 2Ž Ž .. Žalso Q l Q centralize Y 23 . Since X 2 s I Y 23 and N Q l3 2 1 1 1 M 22
.Q s M by Lemma 5.1, every hyperplane of Q that centralizes a3 23 2
Ž . Ž .mnonzero vector in X 2 is Q l Q for some m g M , and the vectors1 2 3 2
Ž .centralized by such a hyperplane form a 3-space in X 2 . By Lemma 5.11
Ž . Ž . Ž .vi , Q l Q lies in 15 hyperplanes of Q and by 1 , 2 Q l Q1 2 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .centralizes the 45-dimensional space Y 12 in X 2 . Since 45 s 15 ? 3, this1 1
Ž . Ž .and 7 imply that Q l Q acts fixed-point freely on Y 12 , and the claim1 2 2
follows.
ÃŽ .Recall that Y 13 restricted to B is isomorphic to Y, and Y restricted to3
B is the direct sum of two irreducible nonisomorphic C B-modules Z and3
Ž .Z . Hence both Y and Y 13 are irreducible 168-dimensional modules. Let4 3
def Ž .A be a hyperplane in Q with d s dim C A / 0. Since Q centralizes1 Y 1
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Ž . Ž .neither Y nor Y 13 , C A is a Wedderburn component for Q on Y and3 Y 1ÃB M13Ž . < < < <Y 13 . Hence d ? A s 168 s d ? A . By Lemma 3.6 there are two3
M -orbits on the set of hyperplanes in Q ; one is indexed by the octads and1 1
the other one by complementary pairs of dodecads in S . Suppose that A
is from the former of the orbits. Recall that M is the stabilizer in M of13 1
Ãa trio b and B is the stabilizer of T and an octad a contained in T. By
Ž .D Mat there are exactly two orbits S and S of M on the octads3 24 1 2 13
with lengths less than or equal to 168. Here S is the three octads in T and1
S contains the octads that are disjoint from exactly one octad in T. Since2
ÃB acts transitively neither on S nor on S , this is a contradiction. Thus A1 2
Ž . < M13 <corresponds to a complementary pair of dodecads and by 3.10 i , A s
Ã ÃB M12< < < <A s 168, d s 1 and A s 840. In particular, X is irreducible and
Ž . Ž .C A is 1-dimensional. By Lemma 3.10 ii we can apply Lemma 6.4 andX
Ž .obtain a C M -module X 1 such that1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .16 X “ X 1 ⁄ Y 13 , X 1 is irreducible of dimension 1288,2 3 2
Ž .the Wedderburn components for Q on X 1 are 1-dimensional, and the1 2
action of M rQ on these Wedderburn components is isomorphic to the1 1
action of M rQ on pairs of complementary dodecads.1 1
Ž . Ž . t Ž . Ž .Put Y 12 s Y 12 . Then by definition, X ( Y 12 [ Y 12 as3 2 2 3
Ž . Ž . tC M -module. Moreover, by 12 and 14 Z \ Z , and since X is12 3 3
irreducible, we get
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .17 Y 12 and Y 12 are irreducible of dimension 420, Z “ Y 12 ,3 2 4 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 12 \ Y 12 , Y 12 “ X 1 , and Y 12 “ X 1 .3 2 2 2 3 2
Ž . Ž .16 and Lemma 3.10 i imply the following two statements:
Ž . Ž .18 Restricted to M , X 1 is isomorphic to the direct sum of13 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 13 , Y 13 , and Y 13 , where Y 13 and Y 13 are irreducible C M -3 4 5 4 5 13
modules of dimensions 672 and 448, respectively.
ÃŽ . Ž .19 B acts irreducibly on Y 13 .5
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 12 and 17 Y 23 ⁄ Z “ Y 12 , and we will use Lemma 6.4 to3 4 3
find a faithful M -completion for this amalgam of C-modules for M ⁄2 23
Ž . Ž .B “ M . By 15 , C Q l Q s 0, and as t normalizes Q l Q ,12 Y Ž12. 1 2 1 22
Ž . Ž . Ž .C Q l Q s 0 s C Q s C Q . Let A be a hyperplane inY Ž12. 1 2 Y Ž12. 2 Z 23 3 4
Ž .Q with C A / 0.2 Z4
The hyperplanes in Q are described in Lemma 2.8. Suppose that A2
Ž . M2corresponds to a 2-space in V 2 . Then by 2.8e the orbits of M on A23
Ž .have lengths 1, 42, and 112. If A is normal in M , then since Y 23 is23 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .irreducible, Q inverts Y 23 . This is a contradiction, since by 8 and 112 3
Ž .Q interchanges two of the three irreducible L-submodules in Y 23 .2 3
Ž .Moreover, 112 ) dim Y 23 , and hence the only possibility to consider is3
< M23 <that A s 42. In this case by Lemma 2.8 B does not act transitively on
AM23 , contradicting the irreducibility of Z .4
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Ž . Ž . Ž .So A g H s . By Lemma 2.8 iii the orbits of M on H s have23
< M23 < Ž .lengths 84, 112, and 672. It follows that A s 84, C A is 1-dimen-Y Ž23.3
< B < < M12 < Ž .sional, A s 84, A s 420, and C A is 1-dimensional. By LemmaY Ž12.3
Ž . Ž .2.8 iv we can apply Lemma 6.4, and so there exists a C M -module X 22 2
such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .20 Y 23 “ X 2 ⁄ Y 12 , X 2 is irreducible of dimension 868,3 2 3 2
Ž .the Wedderburn components for Q on X 2 are 1-dimensional, and the2 2
action of M rQ on these Wedderburn components is isomorphic to the2 2
Ž .action of M rQ on H s .2 2
Ž .In particular, Lemma 2.8 iii yields the following three statements:
Ž . Ž .21 Restricted to M , X 2 is isomorphic to the direct sum of23 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 23 , Y 23 , and Y 23 , where Y 23 and Y 23 are irreducible C M -3 4 5 4 5 23
modules of dimensions 112 and 672, respectively.
Ž . Ž .22 Restricted to M , X 2 is isomorphic to the direct sum of12 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 12 and Y 12 , where Y 12 is an irreducible C M -module of dimen-3 4 4 12
sion 448.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..23 Put Z s R Y 23 and Z s R Y 12 . Then Z and Z are5 0 4 6 0 4 5 6
irreducible of dimensions 112 and 448, respectively. Moreover, restricted
Ž . Ž .to B, X 2 is isomorphic to the direct sum of Z , Z , Z , and Z ; Y 23 is2 4 5 6 7 5
Ž .isomorphic to the direct sum of Z and Z ; and Y 12 is isomorphic to the6 7 3
direct sum of Z , Z , and Z . Here Z is an irreducible C B-module of4 5 7 7
dimension 224.
t t Ž . t ŽPut Z s Z and Z s Z . By 14 , Z ( Z , and by definition see after8 5 9 7 4 3
Ž .. Ž . Ž . t Ž . Ž .17 Y 12 s Y 12 . By 23 Y 12 ( Z [ Z [ Z as a C B y module,3 2 3 4 5 7
and since t 2 s 1, we conclude that
Ž . Ž .24 Restricted to B, Y 12 is isomorphic to the direct sum of Z ,2 3
Z , and Z .8 9
Ž . 3Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Put X 3 s I Y 23 . Note that by 23 and 17 Z “ Y 12 “ X 1 ,3 4 5 3 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .and that by 22 and 23 dim Y 13 s 448 ) 2 ? 112 s 2 ? dim Z . Thus by5 5
ÃŽ . < < Ž . Ž . Ž .19 and since BrB s 2, Z ¢ Y 13 . Furthermore, by 12 Z ¢ Y 13 ,5 5 5 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .and so by 18 , Z “ Y 13 . Since Y 13 is irreducible of dimension5 4 4
< < Ž . 13Ž .672 s 6 ? 112 s M rB ? dim Z , Lemma 6.2 implies Y 13 ( I Z .13 5 4 5
Thus
Ž . Ž . Ž .25 Y 13 “ X 3 .4 3
Ž .We claim that L acts irreducibly on Y 23 . For this let A be a4
Ž . Ž . Ž . < M23 <hyperplane in Q with C A / 0. By 20 and 21 , A s 112 and2 Y Ž23.4
Ž . Ž .A corresponds to a pair W, s , where W is a 4-space in V 2 and s is a
Ž .nondegenerate symplectic form on W. Let U be the 2-space in V 2
< M23 < Ž .normalized by M . Since A s 112 the proof of Lemma 2.8 iii implies23
< ² : ² :U F W and s is nondegenerate. Let U s u , u and W s U q ¤ , ¤U 1 2 1 2
Ž .with s u , ¤ s 0. Note that each hyperplane of Q corresponds to ai j 2
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Ž . Ž .vector in V 2 n V 2 , and, in particular, Q l L corresponds to u n u2 1 2
and A corresponds to u n u q ¤ n ¤ . Thus the third hyperplane of Q1 2 1 2 2
containing A l L corresponds to ¤ n ¤ , and A is the unique element of1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H s containing A l L. Thus N A s N A l L , and C A l L sL L Y Ž23.4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C A is 1-dimensional. Since N A s N U, W, s acts as GL UY Ž23. M M4 23 2
Ž . Ž . <Ž .L < < L <on U and C U s LQ , M s N A L. Thus A l L s A sM 2 23 M23 23
Ž .112, and L acts irreducibly on Y 23 .4
Ž .Since L is normal in M we conclude from the definition of X 3 that3 3
Ž .X 3 is the direct sum of 10 irreducible C L-modules of dimension 112.3
Ž .Suppose these 10 irreducibles are pairwise isomorphic. As Y 13 has4
Ž . Ž .dimension 6 ? 112, we conclude from 25 that Y 13 is the direct sum of4
six isomorphic irreducible CL-submodules. Let H be a hyperplane in
Ž . Ž .Q l Q with C H / 1. Since Q l Q F L, C H is at least1 2 Y Ž13. 1 3 Y Ž13.4 4
6-dimensional and H lies in at least six hyperplanes of Q corresponding1
to complementary pairs of dodecads. On the other hand, all three hyper-
planes of Q containing Q l Q correspond to octads. Hence H is1 1 3
< <contained in at least nine hyperplanes of Q , a contradiction to Q rH s 8.1 1
Ž .Thus X 3 is not the direct sum of isomorphic C L-modules. Since M3 23
is maximal in M , M acts primitively on the cosets of M in M , and we2 3 23 3
conclude
Ž . Ž . Ž .26 X 3 is irreducible of dimension 1120, Y 23 is an irreducible3 4
Ž . Ž Ž ..Wedderburn component for L on X 3 , and N Y 23 s M .3 M 4 233
Ž . 23Ž . Ž . Ž . tPut Y 23 s I Z . By definition, Z “ Y 23 “ X 3 and Z s Z .6 8 5 4 3 8 5
Ž .Thus Lemma 6.2 and 26 imply
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .27 Y 23 “ X 3 , Y 23 is irreducible of dimension 336, and6 3 6
Z \ Z .8 5
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 24 and 7 , Z “ X 2 . So by 27 and Lemma 6.2, Y 23 “ X 2 .8 1 6 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 13 Y 23 “ X 2 , and by 7 Y 23 “ X 2 . Since dim X 2 s2 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .465 s 3 q 126 q 336 s dim Y 23 q dim Y 23 q dim Y 23 , we con-1 2 6
clude
Ž . Ž .28 Restricted to M , X 2 is isomorphic to the direct sum of23 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 23 , Y 23 , and Y 23 .1 2 6
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since Y 23 , Y 23 , Y 23 , Y 12 , and Y 12 are all irreducible, by 71 2 6 1 2
Ž .and 28 we get
Ž . Ž .29 X 2 is irreducible.1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 2 , 3 , and 4 , Y 12 ( Z [ Z ; by 24 , Y 12 ( Z [ Z [ Z ;1 1 2 2 3 8 9
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and by 12 , Y 23 ( Z [ Z as C B-modules. Hence using 7 and 282 2 3
we get
Ž . Ž .30 Restricted to B, X 2 is isomorphic to the direct sum of Z ,1 1
Ž .Z , Z , Z , and Z . Restricted to B, Y 23 is isomorphic to the direct sum2 3 8 9 6
of Z and Z .8 9
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Ž . Ž . tIn particular, Z “ Y 23 “ X 3 , and since Z s Z we get Z “9 6 3 9 7 7
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X 3 , and thus by 26 , Z \ Z . Moreover, by 23 , Z “ Y 23 , and by3 7 9 7 5
23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 6.2, I Z ( Y 23 . Hence Y 23 “ X 3 . By definition of7 5 5 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X 3 , Y 23 “ X 3 , and by 27 , Y 23 “ X 3 . Therefore3 4 3 6 3
Ž . Ž .31 Z \ Z , and restricted to M , X 3 is isomorphic to the7 9 23 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .direct sum of Y 23 , Y 23 , and Y 23 .4 5 6
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Put X 1 s X 1 [ X 1 , X 2 s X 2 [ X 2 , and X 3 s X 3 [1 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X 3 [ X 3 . Then by the definition of Y 23 , 11 , 21 , 28 , and 31 :2 3 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . 6 Ž .32 X 2 , X 3 , and [ Y 23 are isomorphic as C M -modules.i 23is1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 6 , 12 , 23 , and 30 each of the Y 23 's can as C B-module bei
Ž .decomposed into a direct sum of some of the Z 's. Hence by 32 :j
Ž . Ž . Ž . 933 X 2 , X 3 , and [ Z are isomorphic as C B-modules.iis1
Ž .Note that M has orbits of lengths 6 and 4 on M rM . Hence by 2513 3 23
Ž . Ž . Ž . aŽ . aŽ .and 26 , X 3 ( Y 13 [ Y 13 as C M -modules, where Y 13 is an3 4 5 13 5
irreducible 448-dimensional C M -module. Let Z be the restriction of13
a ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Y 13 to B. Then by 26 and 33 , Z is irreducible and restricted to B5
Ãisomorphic to Z [ Z . Hence Lemma 6.2 implies that Z ( Z m C B.7 9 9 C B
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 24 and 17 , Z “ Y 12 “ X 1 , and hence Z is isomorphic to a9 2 2
Ã Ž . Ž . Ž .C B-submodule of X 1 . From Lemma 3.10 i and 18 we conclude that2
a ÃŽ . Ž .Y 13 , Y 13 , and Z are isomorphic as C B-modules. Let H be a5 5
Ž .hyperplane in Q with C H / 0 and N and N be the normalizers of H1 Z 0
Ã Ž .in M and B, respectively. By Lemma 3.10 iii , N s N N9. Let D and13 0
Ž . aŽ .and so N9 centralizers of H in Y 13 and Y 13 , respectively. Then D5 5
and Da are 1-dimensional, and so N9 centralizes D and Da. Since D and
Da are isomorphic as C N -modules, we conclude that D and Da are0
Ž . aisomorphic as C N-modules. Thus Y 13 ( D m C M ( D m5 C N 13 C N
aŽ .C M ( Y 13 . We have proved:13 5
Ž . Ž .34 Restricted to M , X 3 is isomorphic to the direct sum of13 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 13 and Y 13 . Restricted to B, Y 13 is isomorphic to the direct sum4 5 5
of Z and Z .7 9
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .From 3 , 5 , 10 , 18 , and 34 we conclude that
Ž . Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .35 X 1 , X 3 , and [ Y 13 are isomorphic as C M -modules.i 13is1
Ž . Ž .From 33 and 35 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 936 X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , and [ Z are isomorphic as C B-modules.iis1
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 17 and Lemma 3.10 i , X 1 restricted to M is isomorphic to the2 12
Ž . Ž . aŽ . aŽ .direct sum of Y 12 , Y 12 , and Y 12 , where Y 12 is a 448-dimen-2 3 4 4
Ž . Ž . aŽ .sional C M -module. It follows from 36 that both Y 12 and Y 12 are12 4 4
aŽ .isomorphic to Z as C B-modules. In particular, Y 12 is irreducible. Let6 4
Ž .H be a hyperplane in Q with C H / 0. Let N and N be the2 Z 06
normalizers of H in M and B, respectively. Then NrQ (12 2
Ž . < < < <Sym 6 , NrN s M rB s 15, and N s N N9, and as in the proof of0 12 0
Ž . Ž . aŽ .34 we get Y 12 ( Y 12 . Thus,4 4
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Ž . Ž .37 X 1 restricted to M is isomorphic to the direct sum of2 12
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y 12 , Y 12 , and Y 12 .2 3 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now 2 , 7 , 22 , and 37 imply
Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .38 X 1 , X 2 , and [ Y 12 are isomorphic as C M -modules.i 12is1
We are now able to construct a completion of the J -triangle in4
Ž .  4  4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .GL C . Let i, j, k s 1, 2, 3 . Then by 32 , 35 , and 38 X i and1333
Ž .X j are isomorphic as C M -modules. Let X be a 1333-dimensionali j
Ž .vector space over C. Then there exist monomorphisms a : M “ GL X ,i i
Ž .1 F i F 3, and inner automorphisms a of GL X such thati
< < < < < <a a s a , a a s a and a a s a .M M M M M M1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 213 13 12 12 12 23
Ž .Thus the assumptions of Lemma 6.1 are fulfilled with H s GL X and
Ž Ž .. U U UA s Inn GL X . Note that if Y is one of B*, M , M , or M , then X23 13 12
is the direct sum of pairwise nonisomorphic, absolutely irreducible CY-
Ž .modules, and so C Y consists of exactly those linear transformationsG LŽ X .
that act as nonzero scalars on each of the irreducible CY-submodules. By
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 6.1b ii , B* F Y, and so C Y F C B* . It is now easyG LŽ X . G LŽ X .
Ž . Ž U . Ž U . Ž U . Ž .to verify that C B* s C M C M C M . Thus by Lemma 6.1 i ,A A 23 A 13 A 12
Ž . U a i b i Ž .a1 in Lemma 6.1 holds. Put M s M . Then by Lemma 6.1 iii ,i i
U U U Ž .THEOREM 7.1. There exist subgroups M , M , M of GL C such1 2 3 1333
Ž U U U . Ž .that M , M , M is a J -triangle isomorphic to M , M , M .1 2 3 4 1 2 3
8. FAITHFUL COMPLETIONS OF J -TRIANGLES4
Ž .This section is devoted to completions of J -triangles. Let M , M , M4 1 2 3
be a J -triangle of groups with a faithful completion M. Let S be a Sylow4
Ž . Ž .2-subgroup of B, Z s Z S , M s C Z , and M be the subgroup of4 i4 M 4 4i
M generated by M , M , and M .14 24 34
We will use the definitions introduced in Definitions 2.3 and 2.4 with
 4respect to I s 1, 2, 3, 4 and G s MrM .i i
Ž . U 2Ž . Ž U . Ž .Let R s C Z , Q s O R , Q s O Q , and Z s Z Q . LetB 4 4 4 2 4 3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V 2 , V 2 , and V 2 be as in Lemma 5.1 ii .1 3
Ž . 1q12 Ž . U ULEMMA 8.1. i Q ( 2 , Z Q s Z , Q rQ ( C , and Q rQ4 q 4 4 4 4 3 4 4
acts fixed-point freely on Q rZ .4 4
Ž . U Uii Q is normal in M and M rQ ( Aut Mat .4 4 4 4 22
Ž .iii M s M l M for all 1 F i F 3.i4 i 4
Ž . 1q6q4 6 Ž . 1q6q3Ž 6Ž Ž . Ž ...iv M ; 2 2 3 ? Sym 6 , M ; 2 2 Sym 3 = L 2 ,14 24 3
1q2q8q4Ž Ž . Ž ..and M ; 2 Sym 5 = Sym 4 .34
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Proof. First notice that Z is nontrivial since it is the center of S that is4
Ž . Ž .a 2-group. Since Z F Z M , M F M l M F C Z s M , and so4 4 i4 i 4 M 4 i4i
Ž . Ž .iii holds. Put Y s O M for 1 F i F 3. Let us locate Z in M andi 2, 3 i4 4 1
determine M . Consider M as the semidirect product of Q and K ,14 1 1 1
where K ( Mat and Q is the irreducible Todd module for K . One can1 24 1 1
Ž .see, for instance, from Lemma 3.7 i that a Sylow 2-subgroup of K acts1
faithfully on Q l M , and hence Z F Q . Let K be the stabilizer in K1 2 4 1 14 1
Ž .of a sextet H and R s O K . Since R stabilizes all octads and trios14 2 14 14
Ž .incident to H, R is contained in S. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.7 iv ,14
R centralizes a unique nonzero vector in Q , and clearly this is the vector14 1
Ž . < <that corresponds to H in the sense of Lemma 3.6 ii . Thus Z s 2,4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Z s C R , and M s N H . By Lemmas 3.2 iii and 3.7 iv we have4 Q 14 14 M1 11q6q4 6 Ž .that M ; 2 2 3 ? Sym 6 . Now Y normalizes all of the trios and14 1
octads adjacent to H, and so Y F RQ . Moreover, RY rY is a Sylow1 1 1 1
U 2Ž . Ž 2Ž ...2-subgroup of M rY , and so Q s O R s O O Y . One can see14 1 4 2 1
Ž . Ž 2Ž ... ²w x :from Lemma 3.7 iv that O O Y s Q , R , R is extraspecial of2 1 1 14 14
order 213, a Sylow 3-subgroup of Y acts fixed-point freely on1
Ž 2Ž ... Ž .O O Y rZ , and so i follows.2 1 4
2 Ž Ž . .Since Q is isomorphic to H V 2 * , and S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of2
Ž .M , by Lemma 2.8 Z corresponds to a 2-subspace in V 2 * and dually to a2 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..3-space V 2 in V 2 with V 2 F V 2 . Thus M s N V 2 , and from4 3 4 24 M 42
Ž .Lemma 3.2 ii together with standard properties of Q we have M ;2 24
1q6q3Ž 6Ž Ž . Ž ... Ž Ž ..2 2 Sym 3 = L 2 . Note that Y F C V 2 F M s B. Thus3 2 M 4 1232U 2Ž . U 3 Ž .similar to the above, Q s O Y and M rQ ; C = 2 L 2 . Since4 2 24 4 2 3
Ž . 1q2q8q4Ž Ž .Q F S, Z F Z , and so by Lemma 5.1 vii , M ; 2 Sym 5 =3 4 3 34
Ž .. Ž 2Ž .. USym 4 . Thus Y F L F B recall that L s O B . As above, Q s3 4
2Ž . U 4q1 Ž . U 2Ž .O Y and M rQ ; 2 Sym 5 . Since Q s O Y for 1 F i F 3, we3 34 4 4 i
conclude that QU is normal in M for all 1 F i F 3, and so QU is normal4 i4 4
Ž .in M . In particular, all statements but the last one in ii are proved. It is4
Ž U U U .now straightforward to verify that M rQ , M rQ , M rQ is an14 4 24 4 34 4
Ž .Aut Mat -triangle of groups compare Definition 4.1 , and thus by Lemma22
U4.6, M rQ ( Aut Mat , completing the proof of the lemma.4 4 22
Ž .LEMMA 8.2. i M Q , M , and M are normalizers in M of an12 1 13 14 1
octad, a trio, and a sextet which are pairwise adjacent.
Ž .ii M , M , and M are the normalizers in M of 1-space, 2-space,12 23 24 2
Ž .and 3-space in a flag in V 2 .
Ž .iii M and M are the normalizers in M of 1- and 2-subsets in the13 23 3
Ž .5-set V 3 , which are disjoint; M is the normalizer in M of a 1-space in Z .34 3 3
Ž .iv M , M , and M are the normalizers in M of a hexad, an octet,14 24 34 4
and a pair, which form a flag.
Ž .v G is geometric.
Ž . Ž .Proof. i ] iv follow from Lemmas 8.1 and 5.1.
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Ž .  4v We will appeal to Lemma 2.5. Let a , a , a be a flag of type1 2 3
 4 Ž .i, j, k . If i s 3 and j s 4, then by iii M M s M , and so any two43 k3 3
Ž .vertices of type 4 and k in G* M are adjacent. Hence a and a are3 2 3
Ž .adjacent. So we may assume that a s M and a s M . Since V 2 s1 1 2 2 1
Ž .C Q l M is 1-dimensional, any Q l M -invariant proper subspaceV Ž2. 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .of V 2 contains V 2 . Now a is adjacent to M , and its type is different1 3 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .from 2. So Q F M , V 2 is Q l M -invariant, and V 2 F V 2 . Hence1 a a 1 2 1 a3 3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .by ii a and a are adjacent in G* a and v follows form Lemma 2.5.1 3 2
< Mb a < Ž . Mb aRecall that / abc s c . We remark that for all nd-paths a, b, c , c
is completely determined by a, b, the type of c, and / abc. Furthermore, if
b Mab c< <a and d are both adjacent to b and c, put / acd s d .
a a a1 2 k Ž .Recall also that n y n y ??? y n stands for a path a , a , . . . , a1 2 k 1 2 k
of type n y n y ??? yn .1 2 k
a b QaŽ .  Ž .4Given 1 y 2, define R b by b, R b s b .a a
Ž . Ž .For b of type 2, let V b be a natural 5-dimensional GF 2 M rQ -mod-b b
2 Ž .ule such that Q is isomorphic to H V b *, the exterior square of the dualb
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of V b . For c g G b let V b s C Q and note that V b is ac V Žb. c c
Ž .1-space in V b , if c is of type 1, a 2-space if c has type 3, and 3-space if c
U Ž . Ž .  Ž . < Ž Ž .. 4is of type 4. Similarly, put V b s C Q s f g V b * f V b s 0c V Žb.* c c
U Ž .and note that V b is a 4-, 3-, and 2-space, respectively.c
Ž . Ž .For c of type 3 let V c see Lemma 5.1 be the M -set of size 5 withc
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M rC V c ( Sym 5 . For a g G c let V c be the element of V cc M 1 ac
Ž . Ž . Ž .fixed by M and for b g G c let V c be the subset of size 2 in V cac 2 b
fixed by M .bc
Ž .If a and b are adjacent, D b denotes the orbit diagram for the orbitsa
Ž .of M on G b . We will use these diagrams only for b of type 1 or 4, inab
which case they can be found in Figs. 1]6.
Let a be a fixed vertex of type 1. For b, c of type 1, b / c, write b ; c if
Ž .b and c are adjacent to a common vertex of type 3, and let d b, c be
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .the distance between b and c in G , ; . Let X a s a and X a s1 0 1
 4b g G N a ; b .1
Throughout this section we will often use Lemmas 5.1 and 8.2 without
further reference.
Ž .LEMMA 8.3. Let a g G and a g G a , 2 F i F 4. Then1 i i
Ž .i For k s 3, 4, a is adjacent to a if and only if Z F Q l Q2 k a a ak 2
and if and only if Q l Q F M l Q .a a a ak 2
Ž .ii a is adjacent to a if and only if Z F Z and if and only if3 4 a a4 3
Q l Q F Q l Q .a a a a4 3
Ž .iii Z F Q if and only if / a aa / 1344.a a 3 44 3
Ž .Proof. i Without loss a s M and a s M . Suppose that Z F Q1 2 2 a 2k
Ž .l Q . Then Q centralizes Z . Since M is maximal in M , N Z s1 2 a 1k 1 M kk k
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Ž . Ž .M , and thus Q fixes a . Now Q Q s O M Q , and so O M Q1k 2 k 2 1 2 12 1 2 12 1
fixes a . But this easily implies that a is adjacent to M . Suppose nextk k 2
w xthat Q l Q F M l Q . Since Q , Q F Q l Q , we conclude thata 1 2 1 1 a 1 ak k k
Q normalizes M l Q , and so Q F M Q . As above, a is adjacent toa 2 1 a 12 1 kk k
Ž .M . Hence one direction of i is proved. The other direction is obvious.2
Ž . Ž .The proof of ii is similar to that of i .
Ž . Ž .For iii assume that / a aa / 1344. Then by D a there exists a path3 4 a3a a3 4b c
Ž .3 y 4 y 3 y 4 in G a . Hence Z F Z F Q l Q F Q l Q .a c b 1 a 14 3
b c d
Ž . ŽLEMMA 8.4. i Gi¤en a path 3 y 1 y 3 with b / d, then Q lb
.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Q Q l Q s Q if G bcd s B, and Q l Q Q l Q s Q l M ,c d c c 2 b c d c c x
Ž .if x g G bcd .2
b c d
Ž . Ž . Ž .Žii Gi¤en a path 4 y 1 y 3 with G bcd s B, then Q l Q Q2 b c d
.l Q s Q .c c
a b c
Ž .iii Gi¤en a path 1 y 4 y 3 with / abc s 96, then Q l M s Q la c a
Ž .Ž . <ŽQ , M s M , Q l Q Q l Q s Q , Q l Z s Z , and Q lb ac abc a b c b b a c b a
. < 4Q Z rZ s 2 .c c c
Ž . Ž .Proof. i Since M is maximal in M , N Q l Q s M , and sobc c M b c bcc
Ž .Ž .Q l Q / Q l Q . Suppose that Q l Q Q l Q / Q . Since theb c d c b c d c c
three hyperplanes of Q containing Q l Q are conjugated under M ,c b c bc
Ž .Ž . Ž .we conclude that Q l Q Q l Q F Q l M for some x g G bc .b c d c c x 2
Ž . < < Ž .Thus by Lemma 8.3, x g G bcd . Since Q rQ l Q s 4, Q l Qc b c b c
Ž .Q l Q s Q l M .d c c x
Ž . Ž .ii Similar to i .
Ž .iii Since / abc s 96, it is easy to see that Q l M F Q . Since Qa c b a
does not fix c, Q does not normalize Q l Q . Thus Q l Q g Q l Q .a b c a b b c
U Ž .Ž .Since Q acts irreducibly on Q rQ l Q , Q s Q l Q Q l Q . Inb b b c b a b c b
< < < < 7 2 5particular, Q l Q has order Q l Q r Q rQ l Q s 2 r2 s 2 .a c a b b c b
Suppose that Q l Z / Z . Since QU acts irreducibly on Z rZ , wea c b b c b
conclude that Z F Q . But then Q centralizes Z and Q F M , ac a a c a c
contradiction. Hence Q l Z s Z , which implies that M s M anda c b ac abc
5 4<Ž . < <Ž . <that Q l Q Z rZ s Q l Q rZ s 2 r2 s 2 .a c c c a c b
b c b c
LEMMA 8.5. Gi¤en a path 1 y 3 y 4 or 2 y 3 y 4, then b is adjacent
to c.
 4Proof. Let i g 1, 2 . Then M M s M . So if g g M , then M g si3 43 3 3 i3
M h for some h g M . Thus M g is adjacent to M .i3 43 i 4
a b c
Ž .LEMMA 8.6. i There exists a unique class of nd-paths 1 y 3 y 1.
Ž . Ž .Moreo¤er, for any such path M rQ ( L 2 = Sym 3 , Q M s M ,abc b 3 a abc ab
M s M , and Q l Q s Z .ac abc a c b
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Ž . Ž . Ž .ii M acts transiti¤ely on X a and G , ; is connected.a 1 1
Ž . < Ž . < 2iii X a s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 11 ? 23 s 15,180.1
Ž . Ž .  4Proof. i Q acts transitively on the four elements of G b _ a , anda 1
Ž .so all but the last two statements of i follow. Since M is maximal inab
Ž . ŽM ,N Q l Q s M . Since Q l Q s Q l M , M F N Q la M a b ab a b a c ac M aa a
. ² : Ž . ² :Q s M . Since Q , Q Q rQ ( Alt 5 and since Q , Q centralizesb ab a c b b a c
Q l Q , Q l Q s Z .a c a c b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii By i M is transitive on X a . Let c g X a and b g G ac .a 1 1 3
² : ² : ² :Then M , M s M , and so M , M s M , M , M s M andab bc b a c a b c
Ž .hence G , ; is connected.1
2Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . <iii X a s 4 ? G a s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 11 ? 23.1 3
a b c
LEMMA 8.7. There exists a unique class of nd-paths 1 y 3 y 2. Moreo¤er,
Ž . Ž .for any such path, M rQ ( L 2 = Sym 3 , M Q s M , M Q sabc b 3 abc a ab abc c
ŽM , Q l M s Q l Q , Q l M s Q l Q , Q l Q s Z , Q lbc a c a b c a c b a c b a
. Ž . Ž . Ž .M Q s O M , Q l M Q s O M , and M s M .c c 2 bc c a a 2 ab ac abc
Ž . Ž .Proof. Q acts transitively on the four elements of G b _ G a , anda 2 2
Ž . Ž .Q acts transitively on the two elements of G b _ G c . Furthermore,c 1 1
² : Ž . ² :Q , Q Q rQ ( Sym 5 , and since Q l Q is centralized by Q , Q ,a c b b a c a c
Ž .we conclude that Q l Q s Z . In particular, M F N Z s M .a c b ac M b aba
Ž .Ž .Moreover, by an order argument Q s Q l Q Q l Q , and theb b a b c
remaining statements are readily verified.
b c d
LEMMA 8.8. Gi¤en a path i y 2 y 3 with i s 3 or 4, then Z g Q ifb d
Ž . Ž .and only if V c l V c s 0.b d
² < Ž .:Proof. Note that Q g Q , Q s Z x g G c , and M acts transi-c d c x i cd
 Ž . < Ž . Ž . 4tively on x g G c V c l V c s 0 . Hence it suffices to show thati x d
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Z F Q whenever x g G c with V c l V c / 0. Pick y g G c whenx d i x d 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V c F V c l V c , i.e., y g G xcd . Then by Lemma 8.3 Z F Q ly x d 1 x y
Q F Q l Q .c d c
a b c d e
LEMMA 8.9. There exists a unique class of nd-paths 1 y 3 y 2 y 3 y 1
Ž . Ž . < < < <with V c l V c s 0. Moreo¤er, for any such path M s Mb d ae abcde
14 2 < < Ž .s 2 ? 3 , Z l M s 4, Q l Q s 1, M Q s N Z l M ,b e a e ae a M b ea
Ž . Ž .M Q and M Q rQ ( Sym 4 = Sym 4 .bcd c ae c c
Proof. By Lemma 8.7 M Q s M and so there exists a unique classabc c bca b c d
Ž . Ž .of nd-paths 1 y 3 y 2 y 3 with V c l V c s 0. By Lemma 8.8 Z gb d b
Ž . Ž .Q , and so Z acts transitively on the two elements of G d _ G c . Thusd b 1 1
the uniqueness assertion in the lemma is proved and Z l M s 8r2 s 4.b e
< < < < Ž . 19 2 Ž 4 .In particular, M s M r / bcd ? /cde s 2 ? 3 ? 7r 2 ? 7 ? 2 sabcde abc
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14 2 Ž .2 ? 3 . Moreover, M Z s M . By Lemma 8.7, Q l M Q sabcde b abcd a c c
Ž . Ž .O M , and thus Q l M acts transitively on the 2-spaces in V c q2 bc a c b
Ž . Ž . Ž .V c that intersect V c trivially there are 16 such 2-spaces . Henced b
< < 4 < <M s M Q s M Q , Q l M rQ l M s 2 , Q l M sbcd abcd c abcde c a c a cd a cd
9 4 5 < < 4 < < 10 22 r2 s 2 , and Q l M s 2 . It follow that M Q rQ s 2 ? 3 .a cde abcde a a
< < 10 2Since M rQ s 2 ? 3 and M acts transitively on the 7 subgroups ofab a ab
< Ž . < 10 2 Žorder 4 in Z , N Z l M rQ s 2 ? 3 . So M Q s N Z lb M b e a abcde a M bab ab
.M .e
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since V c l V c s 0, G bcd s B, and so Z l Z s 1. By Lemmab d 4 b d
8.7, Q l Q s Z , and so Z l Q s Z l Z s 1. In particular, Q lc e d b e b d a
M g Q , and since M normalizes Q l M , we conclude that M Q /e e ae a e ae e
M . By symmetry M Q / M . By Lemma 3.4 the only group betweene ae a a
Ž .N Z l M and M is M . Hence M F M . By symmetry M F M .M b e a ab ae b ae dab
Ž .Since Z Q s Q Q , M F N Q Q s M , M s M , and M sb d c d b d M c d cd b d bcd aed
Ž .M . Hence M Q rQ s M Q rQ s M rQ ( Sym 4 =ab c d e ae c c ab c d e c c b c d c
Ž . Ž . Ž .Sym 4 . It remains to prove that Q l Q s 1. As V c l V c s 0,a e b d
Q l Q F Q . By Lemma 8.7, Q l M F Q , and sob d c a c b
Q l Q F Q l Q l Q l Qa e a b d e
F Q l Q l Q l Q s Z l Z s 1.Ž . Ž .a c e c b d
b c d ULEMMA 8.10. Gi¤en an nd-path 4 y 3 y 4, then Q acts transiti¤elyb
Ž .  4 U < < 4on G c _ b , M Q s M , Q l Q rZ s 2 , Q l Q F Q , Q s4 bcd d cd b d c b d c c
Ž .Ž . Ž . U U Ž U .Q l Q Q l Q , Q l M Q rQ s O M rQ , and M sb c d c b d d d 2 dc d bcd
Ž .C Z s M .M d b db
Proof. Since Z F Z F Q and QU acts fixed-point freely on Q rZ ,b c b b b b
U w x UQ acts transitively on Z rZ . Now Z , Q s Z , and so Q acts transi-b c b c b b b
Ž .  4 Utively on Z _ Z and so also on G c _ b . In particular, M Q s M ,c b 4 bcd b bc
U < < 13 2q3 8and by symmetry, M Q s M . Since Q l Q rZ s 2 r2 s 2bcd d cd b c c
< < 12 4 < < 8 4and Q rZ s 2 , 2 F Q l Q l Q rZ F 2 , where 2 occurs ex-c c b c d c
Ž .Ž .actly, then Q s Q l Q Q l Q . Since M is a maximal subgroupc c b c d bc
of M , Q l Q / Q l Q . Moreover, the elements of order 5 inc b c d c
M act fixed-point freely on Q rZ and so also on Q l Q l Q rZ .bcd c c b c d c
< < 4 Ž .Ž .Thus Q l Q l Q rZ s 2 and Q l Q Q l Q s Q . Sinceb c d c b c d c c
Ž . Ž . Ž .Q Q s O M we conclude that Q l Q Q s O M . Clearly,c d 2 cd b c d 2 dc
Ž . U U Ž U .Q l M Q rQ F O M rQ . Now since Q is extraspecial,b d d d 2 dc d b
w x w Ž .xZ , Q l M s Z , C Z s Z g Z , and so Q l M invertsc b d c Q d b d b dbU ² QUb : Ž . Ž .Q rQ .Since Z s Z , C Z F N Z s M , and sod d d c M d M c b cb b
Ž . Ž .M F C Z F C Z s M .b d M d M d bcdk b c
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a b c d
LEMMA 8.11. There exists a unique class of nd-paths 1 y 4 y 3 y 4 with
/ abc s 96. Moreo¤er, for any such path M QU s M , M sabcd d cd abcd
Ž . Ž .C Z s M , and M Q rQ s C Z Q rQ , and Z Q rQ isM d ad abcd a a M r Q d a a d a aa a a
in the class of non-2-central in¤olutions of M rQ .a a
a b c
Proof. Let 1 y 4 y 3 be an nd-path with / abc s 96. By Lemma 8.10
U Ž .  4Q acts transitively on G c _ b . In particular, the existence and unique-b 4
< < < < Ž . 21 3ness statements hold with M s M r / abc ? / bcd s 2 ? 3 ?abcd ab
Ž . 155r 96 ? 6 s 2 ? 3 ? 5.
Ž . U U Ž U .By Lemma 8.10 Q l M Q rQ s O M rQ , and by Lemma 4.7b d d d 2 dc d
 < Ž . 4 UQ Q rQ acts regularly on a a g G b , / abc s 96 . Hence M Q sb c b 1 abcd d
Ž .M . Note that Z F Z and Z / Z . By Lemma 8.4 iii , Q l Z s Z .cd d c d b a c b
Thus Z g Q , and d is not adjacent to a. Since M centralizes Z andd a abcd d
has order divisible by 5, Z Q rQ is in the class of non-2-central involu-d a a
Ž . < Ž . < 9tions in M rQ ( Mat see Lemma 3.1 . Thus C Z Q rQ s 2 ?a a 24 M r Q d a aa a
Ž . Ž .3 ? 5. Since Q l M F Q by Lemma 8.4 iii and C Z s M bya c b M d bcdb
Ž . Ž .Lemma 8.10, we have C Z s Q l M s C Z , and as Q isQ d a bcd Q l Q d ba a b
< < < < 6 < <extraspecial, Q l M s Q l Q r2 s 2 . Thus M Q rQ sa bcd a b abcd a a
< < 6 9 Ž .M r2 s 2 ? 3 ? 5, M Q rQ s C Z Q rQ , and M sabcd abcd a a M r Q d a a abcda a
Ž .C Z s M .M d ada
a b c d e
LEMMA 8.12. There exists a unique class of nd-paths 1 y 4 y 3 y 4 y 1
with / abc s 96 s / edc. Moreo¤er, for any such path M s M , Q lae abcde a
Ž . Ž . <Ž . < 4 < < 10Q s 1, M r Q l Q ( Sym 5 , Q l Q rZ s 2 , and M s 2e ae b d b d c ae
? 3 ? 5.
Proof. The uniqueness statement follows from Lemma 8.11. By Lemma
<Ž . < 4 Ž . <Ž . < 48.10, Q l Q rZ s 2 . By 8.4 iii , Q l Q Z rZ s 2 . By Lemmab d c a c c c
Ž . U U8.10, with the roles of b and d interchanged, Q l M Q rQ sÃ d b b b
Ž U .O M rQ , and so by Lemma 4.7 Q l M acts transitively on the 322 bc b d b
Ž . Ž .elements x in G b with / xbc s 96. Thus M s M Q l M . Sup-1 bc abc d b
Ž . Ž .pose Q l Q Z s Q l Q . Then M s M Q l M normalizesa c c b d bc abc d b
Ž .Q l Q Z rZ . A contradiction, since by Lemma 8.1 M does nota c c c bc
4 Ž .normalize a subgroup of order 2 in Q rZ . So Q l Q Z / Q l Q .c c a c c b d
< <Since 5 divides M , Q l Q l Q F Z .abcd a c d c
Ž U . USince O M rQ l M rQ s 1, Q l M F Q . Similarly, Q l2 cd d de d a cde d a
M F Q . By Lemma 8.10 Q l Q F Q . Hence Q l M F Q lc b b d c a cde a
Ž .Q l Q F Z . By Lemma 8.4 iii , Q l Z F Z , and thus Q l M sc d c a c b a cde
Z . By symmetry Q l M s Z . By Lemma 8.11 M s M , and sob e abc d abcd ad
Ž .Q l M s Q l M s Z . Thus M F C Z s M and M se a e abc d ae M d ed aee
M . By symmetry, Q l M s Z , and so Q l Q s 1. Note thatabcde a e b a e
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M rO M ( Sym 5 and O M F Q l Q , and so M r Q l Qae 2 ae 2 ae b d ae b d
Ž .( Sym 5 .
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a b c d e
LEMMA 8.13. G has fi¤e classes of nd-paths 1 y 3 y 1 y 3 y 1. The
classes can be described as follows:
Ž . < Ž . Ž . <Class 1: / bcd s 42, e g X a and G d l X a s 3.1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Class 2: / bcd s 42, e f X a , and there exists a unique f g G a l1 4
Ž . U Ž .G e . For f we ha¤e / afe s 16, M rQ ( Sym 6 , and M Q s M .4 ae f ae a a f
Ž . Ž .Class 3: / bcd s 56 and G d ; X a .1 1
ja l m e
Class 4: / bcd s 1008, and there exists an nd-path 1 y 3 y 2 y 3 y 1
Ž . Ž .with V j l V j s 0.l m
f ga h e
Class 5: / bcd s 2688, and there exists an nd-path 1 y 4 y 3 y 4 y 1
Ž .with f , g, h g G c and / afg s 96 s / ehg.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By Lemma 8.6 i , M Q s M , and so by D c , / bcd deter-ac c bc b
Ž .mines the nd-path a, b, c, d up to conjugacy.
Ž .  4Since Q Q rQ acts regularly on the four elements of G d _ c , wec d d 1
Ž .  4conclude that Q l Q acts transitively on G d _ c , provided thatb c 1
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Q l Q Q l Q s Q and has two orbits if Q l Q Q l Q is ab c d c c b c d c
Ž .hyperplane in Q . Thus Lemma 8.4 i impliesc
Ž .) For r s 56, 1008, and 2688 there exists exactly one class of
a b c d e
nd-paths 1 y 3 y 1 y 3 y 1 with / bcd s r, and for r s 42 there exist at
most two classes of such paths.
Ž . Ž .Assume now that / bcd s 42. Then by D c there exist f g G bcdb 4
Ž .and g g G bcd . Note that f and g are adjacent. By Lemma 8.5, f is2
Ž .adjacent to a and e. Replacing g by R g if necessary, we may assumec
Ž Ž .. Ž .that g is adjacent to a see Lemma 2.6 applied to G b . Then by D c , fb
Ž .and g are uniquely determined by a, b, c, d , and so M F M . Con-abcd f g
Ž . Ž .sider D f . Exactly three of the five elements in G d are adjacent to g.a 1
Ž .If e is adjacent to g, then / afe s 60 and e g X a . If e is not adjacent to1
U Ž .g, then / afe s 16, M rQ ( Sym 6 , Q l M s Q l Q , Q M sa f e f a e a f a a f e
Ž . ŽM , and, since M is maximal in M , M F N Q l M s N Q la f a f a ae M a e M aa a
. Ž .Q s M . Thus a, b, c, d, e is in Class 1 if e is adjacent to g and inf a f
Class 2 if e is not adjacent to g.
Ž . Ž .Assume next that / bcd s 56. Then by D c there exists f g G bcd ,b 4
Ž . Ž .and a and e are adjacent to f. Since G bcd s B, D f shows that2 a
Ž . Ž . Ž ./ afd s 96 and G d ; X a . So a, b, c, d, e is in Class 3.1 1
Ž .Assume now that / bcd s 1008. Then by D c there exists an nd-pathbf gb h d
Ž . Ž .3 y 2 y 3 y 2 y 3 in G c with R f / h. Using Lemma 2.6 and replac-c
Ž . Ž .ing f by R f and h by R h , if necessary, we assume that a is adjacentc c
Ž . Ž .to f and e is adjacent to h. Note c g G fgh and f / R h , which means1 c f ji
Ž . Ž . Ž .that V g l V g / B. In G g we find a unique nd-path 2 y 1 y 2 yf hk h
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .  4 Ž .1 y 2 with R f s j s R h indeed, if V g s 1, 2 and V g si k f h
 4 Ž .  4 Ž . Ž . . Ž .1, 3 , then V g s 4, 5 , V g s 3, and V g s 2 . In G f there existsj i k
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Ža unique vertex l of type 3 adjacent to a and i indeed, l is defined by
Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .V f s V f q V f , and similarly, there exists a unique m g G ehk .l a i 3
Ž . Ž .Since R f s j s R h , l and m are both adjacent to j. Furthermore, ai k
Ž . Ž .is adjacent to f and j s R f . Thus by Lemma 2.6 applied to G l , a andi
j are not adjacent, and by symmetry e and j are not adjacent. Suppose that
Ž .there exists x g G ljm . By Lemma 8.5 x is adjacent to i and k, and we4
Ž .see in G j that x is adjacent to g and so also to f and c. Moreover, a and
x are adjacent to l, and thus a and x are adjacent. So x is adjacent to a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and c, V f s V f q V f F V f , and b is adjacent to x. By symme-b a c x
Ž .try x is adjacent to d, and so x g G bcd , a contradiction to / bcd s 10084 ja l
Ž .and D8db c . Thus no such x exists, and we find an nd-path 1 y 3 y 2 y
m e
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 y 1 with V j l V j s 0. Hence a, b, c, d, e is in Class 4.l m
Ž .Assume, finally, that / bcd s 2688. Then by D c there exists anbf gb h d f hŽ .nd-path 3 y 4 y 3 y 4 y 3 in G c with / bcg s 8 s / dcg. By Lemma
f
8.5, a is adjacent to f and e is adjacent to h. Since / bcg s 8, we conclude
Ž .from D f that / afg s 96, and by symmetry, / ehg s 96. Hencea
Ž .a, b, c, d, e is in Class 5.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 8.14. M has exactly three orbits X a , X a , and X a ona 2 3 4
 < Ž . 4e g G d a, e s 2 . Moreo¤er, we can choose notation so that1
Ž . < Ž . < 4 1q6q6 Ž .i X a s 2 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23 s 28,336 and M ; 2 3 ? Sym 6 if2 ae
Ž .e g X a .2
Ž . < Ž . < 7 12Ž Ž .ii X a s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23 s 3,400,320 and M ; 2 Sym 33 ae
Ž .. Ž .= Sym 3 if e g X a .3
Ž . < Ž . < 11 2iii X a s 2 ? 3 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23 s 32,643,072 and M ;4 a e
3q4 Ž . Ž .2 Sym 5 if e g X a .4
Proof. Lemmas 8.13, 8.9, and 8.12.
a b c d e
Ž .LEMMA 8.15. Gi¤en a path 1 y 4 y 1 y 3 y 1 with d a, e s 3, then
/ abc s 16 and / bcd s 2880.
Ž .Proof. Clearly d a, c s 2, and so / abc s 16. If d is adjacent to b,
Ž . Ž .b is adjacent to e, and by D b , d a, e F 2, a contradiction. Thusa
/ bcd / 15.
Ž .Let x g G bc and suppose that / xcd s 56. Then by Lemma 8.13,3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G x F X e . On the other hand, by D b , X a l G x / B. Thus1 1 a 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .X a l X e / B and d a, e F 2, a contradiction.1 1
Ž .Thus / xcd / 56 for all x g G bc . Suppose that / bcd s 720. Then by3 yb x d cŽ . Ž .D c there exists an nd-path 4 y 3 y 4 y 3 in G c with / xyd s 8. Thusb
Ž .by D c , / xcd s 56, a contradiction.x b x d
Suppose that / bcd s 180. Then there exists an nd-path 4 y 2 y 3 in
Ž . Ž .G c . Since / abc s 16, replacing x by R x , if necessary, we may assumec
Ž Ž .. Ž .that / abx s 60 compare D b , in which case there exists y g G abx .a 3
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ya x d e
Ž . Ž .So we found an nd-path 1 y 3 y 2 y 3 y 1. Since d a, e s 3, G yxd s1
Ž . Ž . Ž .B, and so V x l V x s 0. By Lemmas 8.9 and 8.13 Class 4, d a, e s 2,y d
a contradiction.
Thus / bcd s 2880, and the lemma is proved.
a b c d e
LEMMA 8.16. There exists a unique class of nd-paths 1 y 4 y 1 y 3 y 1
with / abc s 16 and / bcd s 2880. Moreo¤er, for any such nd-path there
f ga h e
Ž . Ž .exists an nd-path 1 y 3 y 2 y 4 y 1 with V f l V f s 0 and / fge sh g
56.
Proof. By Lemma 8.13 Class 2, M Q s M , and so there exists aac c bca b c d
unique class of nd-paths 1 y 4 y 1 y 3 with / abc s 16 and / bcd s 2880.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Moreover, G bcd s B, and so by Lemma 8.4 ii , Q l Q Q l Q s2 b c d c
Ž .  4Q . Since Q acts transitively on G d _ c , the uniqueness part of thec c 1
lemma is proved.
f gb d
Ž . Ž .By D c there exists an nd-path 4 y 2 y 4 y 3 in G c . Replacing f byb
Ž . Ž Ž ..R f , if necessary, we may assume that / abf s 60 compare D b , inc a
Ž .which case there exists h g G abf . Note that d is adjacent to e and g,3
and so e and g are adjacent by Lemma 8.5. Since / bcd s 2880, we see
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .from D c that G bcg s B, and so V f l V f s V f . Moreover,b 3 b g c
Ž . Ž . Ž .since / abc s 16, c and h are not adjacent. So V f g V f F V f andc h b
Ž . Ž .V f l V f s 0.h g
Since / bcd s 2880, d is not adjacent to f. On the other hand, both d
Ž .and f are adjacent to c, and we see from the D g that / fgd s 84 andf
hence / fge s 56.
a b c
Ž .LEMMA 8.17. Gi¤en a path 2 y 1 y 2 with c s R a , thenb
Ž . 2 U Ž .i Q l Q s Q l Q , and Q l Q is mapped to H V c undera c b c a c b
2 Ž .the isomorphism Q “ H V * c .c
Ž . w Ž .x Ž .ii Q , V a s V a .c b
Ž .Proof. Since Q l Q is centralized by Q and c s R a , we havea b b b
2 U Ž .Q l Q s Q l Q s Q l Q l Q . Note that H V c is the uniquea b c b a b c b
2 Ž . 2 U Ž .proper M -submodule in H V * c . Thus Q l Q is mapped to H V c .bc b c b
Moreover, since M s M , we also conclude that Q l Q s Q l Q .bc abc a c b c
Ž .Thus i holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii holds since V a is the unique proper M -submodule in V a .b abc
a b c
Ž .LEMMA 8.18. i There exists a unique class of nd-paths 1 y 3 y 2
d e
Ž . Ž .y4 y 1 with V c l V c s 0 and /cde s 56. Moreo¤er, for any suchb d
Ž . < < 10 2path d a, e s 3, M s 2 ? 3 , M s M , and Q l M s 1, andae ae abcde a ege h i a
Ž . Ž .there exists an nd-path 1 y 3 y 2 y 4 y 1 with V g l V g s 0 andh i
/ gia s 56.
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Ž . Ž . Ma < Ž . < 11ii Put X a s e . Then X a s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23 s5 5
54,405,120.
ja k l e 5Ž . Ž .iii Gi¤en a path 1 y 4 y 1 y 3 y 1, then e g D X a .is0 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i and ii By Lemma 8.7, Q l M Q s O M , and soa c c 2 bc
 Ž . < Ž . Ž .Q l M acts transitively on the 64 elements of x g G c V c l V ca c 4 b xa b c d
4s 0 . Hence there exists a unique class of nd-paths 1 y 3 y 2 y 4 with
Ž . Ž .V c l V c s 0. Moreover, we see in M rQ that M rQ is a com-b d c c bcd c
Ž .plement to O M rQ s Q Q rQ in M rQ . Thus M s M Q . By2 cd c d c c cd c cd bcd d
ŽŽ . .Lemma 8.7 M s M Q , and so M s M Q s M Q l M Qbc abc c cd bcd d abc c d d
Ž .s M Q Q . We claim that Z Q l Q s Q . Indeed, identifying Qabcd c d b c d c c
2 Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .with H V c *, we have Z s H V c * and Q l Q s V c *HV c *,b b c d d
Ž . Ž . Ž .and the claim follows from V c * s V c * [ V c *. Since Z Fb d b
M , M s M Q Q s M Q . In particular, the uniqueness state-abcd cd abcd c d abcd d
ment is proved.
Ž .Put K s M . Let x be the number of paths as in i starting with a.abcde
< Ž . < Ž . 11Then x s G a ? / abc ? / bcd ? /cde s 3 ? 5 ? 11 ? 23 ? 4 ? 64 ? 56 s 2 ?3
< < < < 10 23 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23, and so K s M rx s 2 ? 3 .a
Ž .Since /cde s 56, / edc s 240, and so by D d there exists a uniquee
Ž . Ž .f g G cd with / edf s 16. Moreover, if we define g s R c , then there1 f
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .exists h g G gde . Since V c F V c , V c g V c , and so there exists3 f d f b
Ž . Ž . Ž .a unique element i g G bcf , namely, i is determined by V c s V c q4 i f
Ž . Ž .V c . Then i is adjacent to a by Lemma 8.5 and, since g s R c , to g asb f
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .well. Since V c l V c s 0 and V c F V c , we have V c l V c sb d b i i d
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V c . Conjugation under Q yields V g l V g s V g . Since / fde sf f i d f
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .16, f is not adjacent to h, and so since V g F V g , V g l V g s 0.h d i hg f c b a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Consider then nd-path 2 y 1 y 2 y 3 y 1 in G i . By D i , since R gg f
Ž .s c, we have / gic s 7 and / gib s 28. Now one can see from D i thatc
Ž . Ž .G ic and G ic are points and lines of the projective plane of order 2 with1 3
the natural incidence relation. In view of this observation and indexes in
Ž .  < Ž . 4D i , every element from x x g G ib , / gix s 14 is adjacent to c.g 1
Ž .Hence / gia s 56. In particular, the path e, h, g, i, a has all of the
properties stated in the lemma.
w Ž .x w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž .Since Q l M , V g s Q l M , V g q V g F V g l V g s 0,i h i h i h i h
we have
Q l M F Q ,i h g
2 Ž .and so Z l M F Q l Q . Identify Q with H V c *. By Lemma 8.17b h c g c
Ž . 2 U Ž .i , Q l Q s H V c , and soc g f
Z l Q l Q s H2 V c * l H2 V c * s H2 V c * l V c *Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .b c g b f b f
s H2 V c * s Z .Ž .i i
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Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .Hence Z l M s Z . Since V g l V g s 0, Z s H V g * gb h i i h i i
Ž . Ž .V g *HV g * s Q l Q . Moreover, Q l M F Q , and thus Z g M .h g h g e h i e
Ž .Since f , g, h, and i are uniquely determined in terms of a, b, c, d, e , K F
M , and, in particular, Z l M s Z l K F Z l M s 1. From Q lf g hi b e b i e a
Ž .M F Q , Q l M F Q , and see Lemma 8.7 Q l Q s Z , we con-c b b d c a c b
< < 10 2clude that Q l K s 1. Recall that K s 2 ? 3 . Since K F M anda abi
< < < < 10 2M rQ s M rQ r7 s 2 ? 3 , we have KQ s M .abi a ab a a abi
Suppose that Q l M / 1 and pick a Sylow 2-subgroup R of K. Thena e
Ž . Ž . Ž .C R / 1, and since C R s C RQ s Z , we get Z F M , aQ l M Q Q a i i ea e a a
contradiction.
Ž .Hence Q l M s 1. Since Q l M / 1 for all y g G with d a, y F 2,a e a y 1
Ž .d a, e s 3.
Suppose K / M . Then by Lemma 3.4, M Q is equal to one of M ,ae ae a a
M , or M . Suppose M / K. Then M Q s M . In particular,ab ai abc ab e a ab
< < 2, 3Ž .M rK s 7, and so M s O M K. From / abc s 4 we concludeab e ab e ab e
2, 3Ž .that O M F M . Now also K F M and so M F M . Note thatb c c ab e c
Ž . Ž .Q l M sZ Q l Q l M sQ l Q , and so M F N Q l Q sc e b c d e c d ce M c dc
M . Thus M s M and M s M s M s K, a contradiction.cd ce cde ab e abce abcde
Thus M s K and M Q s M . On the other hand, by Lemma 8.7ab e ae a ai
M F M , and as seen above, Q l M F Q . In particular, Q l M Fg e g he i h g i e
Q l M s Q l Q . Since Z acts transitively on the two elements ini h i g i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G h _G gh , Q l Q sZ Q l M . Thus M sM F N Q l Q s1 1 i g i i e ae ai e M i gi3 < < < < < <M , a contradiction, since 3 divides M s M rQ but not M .i g ae ai a i g
Ž . Ž .Thus M s M s M , and i and ii hold.ae abcde abcde f g hi
Ž . Ž .iii follows from Lemmas 8.16, 8.15, 8.14, and i .
a e
Ž .LEMMA 8.19. Gi¤en an nd-path 1 y 4 y 1 y 4 y 1, then e g X a forl
some 0 F l F 5.
a b c d e
Ž .Proof. Consider first a path 1 y 2 y 4 y 2 y 1. Then by D c therebf gb d
Ž . Ž . Ž .exists a path 2 y 3 y 1 y 2 in G c . Pick i g G abf and h g G gde .4 3 ga i
Then by Lemma 8.5 i is adjacent to g, and we find a path 1 y 4 y 1 y
h e
Ž . Ž .3 y 1. So by Lemma 8.18 iii , e g X a , for some 0 F l F 5.la b c d e
Ž .Consider now an nd-path 1 y 4 y 1 y 4 y 1. By D c there exists abf gb h d
Ž . Ž . Ž .path 4 y 3 y 4 y 3 y 4 in G c . If d a, c F 1 or d c, e F 1, we are done
Ž . Ž .by Lemma 8.18 iii . So suppose that / abc s 16 s /cde. Then by D ba
Ž . Ž .and D d we have / abf / 96 / / edh, and there exist i g G abf ande 2
Ž .j g G hde . Then by, Lemma 8.5 both i and j are adjacent to g, and we2
are done by the first paragraph of the proof.
fb c d e w xLEMMA 8.20. Let 4 y 3 y 4 y 3 y 4 be an nd-path with Z , Z / 1.b f
Then /cde s 160, Q l Q s Z , Q l M acts transiti¤ely on the fourb f d b e
 Ž . w x 4 Ž .elements in a g G e N Z , Z / 1 , M Q rQ ( Sym 3 = C , and4 b a b d f d d 2
Ž . U U Ž . U U Ž U .Q l Q l M Q rQ s Q l M Q rQ s O M rQ .b d f f f d f f f 2 e f f
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Ž . Ž .Proof. By D d , if /cde / 160, then there exists a g G cde . Hencec 1
w xZ Z F Q and Z , Z s 1, a contradiction.c e a c e gc
Ž .Thus /cde s 160, and by D d there exists a unique nd-path 3 y 2 ych i e
Ž . Ž .1 y 2 y 3 in G d , such that R g s i, in which case h is not adjacent toh
c. Moreover, by Lemma 8.5 b is adjacent to g and f is adjacent to i.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Notice that V g l V g s V g , V g g V g , and V g F V g .b d c h c h d
Ž . Ž .Thus V g g V g , and so h is not adjacent to b. By symmetry, h is noth b
adjacent to f. Hence Z g Q l Q s Q l Q . Put R s Q l Q . Wef h i h g g h
compute in Q :g
R l Q s Q l Q l Q l QŽ . Ž .b b g h g
s V g * n V g * l V g * n V g *Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .b h h
s V g * l V g * n V g *.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .b h h
Ž . Ž .Since V g * l V g * has order two, we conclude that the subgroups ofb h
Ž . Ž .order two in R l Q are all of the form Z for some d g G gh s G ghib d 4 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with V g * l V g * F V g * F V g *. Notice that for any such d thereb h d h
Ž .exists g g G bgd , and so Z F Z F Q .3 b g d
Ž .  4Suppose that R l Q l Q / Z and pick d g G ghi _ d with Z Fb f d 4 d
R l Q l Q . Then Z F Q , and similarly, Z F Q . Thus Z and Z areb f b d f d b f
both contained in the elementary abelian group Q l Q , a contradiction.d d
< < 6 < < 3 < <Thus R l Q l Q s Z . Since R s 2 and R l Q s 2 s R l Q ,b f d b f
< Ž .Ž . < w xwe get Rr R l Q R l Q s 2. Since R l Q , Q l Q F Z lb f b b f b
wŽ .Ž . xR s 1, we have R l Q R l Q , Q l Q s 1. Now R is a naturalb f b f
qŽ . Ž .V 2 -module for M rQ Q ( L 2 , and so no element of M acts as a6 i g i g 4 i g
Ž .transvection on R. Thus Q l Q F C R s Q Q . Now by Lemma 8.17b f M i gi g
Ž . w Ž .x Ž . w Ž .x Ž . w Ž .x Ž .ii Q Q , V i F V i , Q , V i F V i , Q Q l Q , V i F V i li g h f f i g f f
Ž .V i s 1, and so Q Q l Q F Q . By symmetry, Q Q l Q F Q , andh g i f i g i b g
thus
Z F Q l Q F Q Q l Q l Q Q l QŽ . Ž .d b f i g b i g f
s Q l Q l Q l Q s Q l R l Q s Z .b g i f b f d
< < 7 < < < < 13Since Q l Q s 2 s Q l Q and Q s 2 , we concludeb d f d d
Q s Q l Q Q l Q F Q l Q Q . )Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .d b d f d b d e
Ž . U U Ž U . UBy Lemma 8.10 Q l M Q rQ s O M rQ and M Q s M .b d d d 2 cd d bcd d cd
U Ž . U U ŽŽ .Thus M Q s M . Also Q l M Q l M Q s Q l M lbcde d cde b d d bcde d b d
Ž U .. U Ž . U Ž . U U Ž U .M Q Q s Q l M Q and Q l M Q rQ s O M rQ lbcde d d b e d b e d d 2 cd d
U Ž . Ž .M rQ . Thus by Lemma 4.8, M Q r Q l M Q ( Sym 3 = C andcde d b de d b e d 2
Ž . U UQ l M Q rQ has order two and inverts Q rQ . Since Q Q rQ (b e d d d d d e e
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Alt 4 and since by ) , Q Q rQ s Q l Q Q rQ , we conclude thatd e e b d e e
Q l M acts as a dihedral group of order eight on Z , with Z mappingb e e b
onto the center of the D . Hence Q l M acts transitively on a g8 b e
Ž . <w x 4 w x w Ž . xG e Z , Z / 1 , Q l M , Z s Q l M , C Z Z F Z , Q l4 b a b f e b f Z b f d be
Ž .M F Q , and M Q rQ ( Sym 3 = C .f d b d f d d 2
Ž . Ž . U Ž . U Ž . USince by ) Q l M Q s Q l Q l M Q s Q l M Q , theb f f b d f f d f f
last statement follows from Lemma 8.10.
a b c d
LEMMA 8.21. There exists a unique class of nd-paths 1 y 4 y 3 y 4
f ge w xy3 y 4 y 1 such that / abc s 96 s / gfe and Z , Z / 1. Moreo¤er, forb f
Ž . < <any such path, C Z s M s M , M s 24, M l Q s 1,M d ad g abcde f g ad g a g aa g
Ž . 5 Ž .Q l M s Z , M Q rQ ( Sym 3 = C , and g f D X a , andd ad g d ad g d d 2 is0 ib ga a
< <there exists an nd-path p s 1 y 3 y 2 y 3 y 1 y 3 y 1 with M rM sad g d p
Ž .3, a g G d , and Z F Q l M .1 d a d p
a b
Proof. By Lemma 8.11 there exists a unique class of nd-paths 1 y 4 y
c d U3 y 4 with / abc s 96. Moreover, by the same lemma M Q s M ,abcd d cd
Ž . Ž . Ž .M Q rQ sC Z , and M sC Z sM . Thus C Z sabcd a a M r Q d abcd M d ad M da a a a g
M s M .ad g abcde f g
By Lemma 8.20 /cde s 160, Q l Q s Z , and Q l M acts transi-b f d b e
tively on Z _ M . Thus our path from b to f is unique up to conjugation,e b
Ž . Ž U .and M Q rQ ( Sym 3 = C . By Lemma 4.7 O M rQ acts regu-b d f d d 2 2 e f f
 Ž . < 4 Ž U . Žlarly on a g G f / efa s 32 . By Lemma 8.20 O M rQ s Q l Q1 2 e f f b d
. U U Ž . U Ul M Q rQ s Q l M Q rQ , so Q l Q l M is transitive on thef f f d f f f b d f
same set, and Q l M F Q . Similarly, Q l Q l M is transitive ond f f d f bg
 Ž . < 4 Ž .the set a g G b /cba s 32 , and Q l M F Q . Since Q l Q l1 d b a b b d
Ž . Ž .Q l Q s Z the uniqueness follows, and M Q rQ ( Sym 3 = C .f d d ad g d d 2
Ž .Notice that C Z F Q l M F Q l Q s Z , and so Q l M sQ l M d b g f b f d b gb g
< <Z . Thus Q l M s Q l Q l Q s Z . Furthermore, M sd d ad g b d f d ad g
< < Ž .M r 96 ? 6 ? 160 ? 4 ? 32 s 24, Q l M F Q , and so Q l M s Q lab a c b a d g a
Ž .Q l M s Q l Z s 1. Hence C Z s 1 and Q l M s 1.b g a d Q l M d a ga g
Ž . < <Suppose that g g X a for some 0 F i F 5. Since Q l M s 1, i s 5.i a g
It follows from Lemma 8.18 that M has an elementary abelian normala g
6 6 < Ž . <subgroup A of order 2 . If Z is in A, then 2 divides C Z , and ifd M da g3 < Ž . < 4 < Ž . <Z g A, 2 divides C Z and so 2 divides C Z Z , and in any cased A d A d d
< < Ž .we get a contradiction to M s 24. Thus g f X a for all 0 F i F 5.ad g i
Ž .By D d there exist three nd-paths of type 3 y 2 y 1 y 3 from c to ec
Ž .in G d . Moreover, they are transitively permuted by M , since thecde
elements of order three in QU act fixed-point freely on Q rZ and sinced d d
U 3Ž . U < U <Z F Q , Q l M F Q . Thus O M g Q and M rQ s 3 im-3b d d b d ad g d cde d
Ž .ply that M acts transitively on those three nd-paths. Let c, h, i, e bead g
Ž .one of them. Then h is adjacent to b, and since / abc s 96, D b yields aa
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ja l k h
Ž . Ž .unique nd-path 1 y 3 y 2 y 1 y 2 in G b with R h s k. Let m be thej
Ž .unique vertex of type 3, adjacent to j, h, and i. Since k s R h , m isj
Ž .adjacent to k. Since / gfe s 96 and i is adjacent to e and f , D f showsg
Ž . Ž .that there exists a unique n g G gfi . Put p s a, l, k, m, i, n, g . Then3
< <M s M , and so M rM s 3. Since h and i are adjacent to d,p d ad g hi ad g p d
ŽZ F M s M and Z F Q . Thus the lemma holds with a s i andd ad g hi p d d i
.b s n .
a b c
LEMMA 8.22. There exists a unique class of nd-paths q s 1 y 3 y 2 y
f gd e 5 Ž . < <3 y 1 y 3 y 1 with g f D X a . Moreo¤er, for any such path M s 24is0 i q
Ž . Ž .and M rO M ( Sym 3 .q 2 q
Proof. The existence of such a path has been established in Lemma
8.21.
Ž .Suppose there exists x g G bcd . Then by Lemma 8.5 x is adjacent to a4
Ž . Ž .and e, a contradiction of Lemma 8.19. So V c l V c s 0, and the pathb d
a b c d e
1 y 3 y 2 y 3 y 1 is as in Lemma 8.9.
Ž .Suppose that Z l M l Q / 1 and pick x g G de with Z F Z ld a f 4 x d
M l Q . Then x is adjacent to c and Z F Q . Since Q l M F Q , wea f x c c a b
Ž . Ž .get Z F Q . Thus by Lemma 8.8, V c l V c / 0. In particular, therex b x b
Ž . Ž .exists y g G bcx . Since Z F Q , Lemma 8.3 iii implies also that1 x f
fx z u
Ž . Ž ./ fex / 1344, and so by D e there exists a path 4 y 3 y 4 y 3 in G e .f
Ž .Then g is adjacent to u. Put ¤ s R c . Since c is not adjacent to a,y
Ž .Lemma 2.6 applied to G b implies that ¤ is adjacent to a. Clearly ¤ is
¤ w t z
Ž . Ž .also adjacent to x. By D x there exists a path 2 y 3 y 1 y 3 in G x .z
Ž .Then u is adjacent to t and g. Pick s g G a¤w . Then s is adjacent to t,4ga s t u 5 Ž .and we find a path 1 y 4 y 1 y 4 y 1. Since g f D X a , this must beis0 i
an nd-path, a contradiction of Lemma 8.19.
Ž .Hence Z l M l Q s 1. If / def / 2688, then D e and Lemma 8.3d a f f
Ž . < < < < < <iii imply that Z l Q G 4. By Lemma 8.9, Z l M s 4. Since Z sd f d a d
< <8, the latter means that Z l Q l M / 1. So / def s 2688, Z l Q sd f a d f
Ž . Ž .2, and by Lemma 8.9, M Q s N Z l M . Put X s C Z . Thenae e M d a M dd e d e
Ž . Ž .by Lemma 3.5 M X s N Z l Q and M rQ ( Sym 4 . It followsde f M d f de f ed e
 < < < 4that M acts transitively on A F Z A s 4, A l Q s 1 . Moreover,de f d f
Ž . Ž . Ž .N A rQ ( Sym 3 for any such A. Thus both N Z l M and MM e M d a aed e f d e
 Ž . < 4act transitively on f g G e / def s 2688, Z l M l Q s 1 and3 d a f
Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽM Q rQ ( Sym 3 ( M rO M . Moreover, Q s Z l M Qae f e e ae f 2 ae f e d a e
. Ž .  4l Q , and so Z l M acts transitively on G f _ e . Thus our nd-pathf d a 1
Ž .from a to g is unique up to conjugacy and M Q rQ ( Sym 3 (q e e
4Ž . < < < < Ž .M rO M . Finally, M s M r ? 2688 ? 4 s 24, and the lemmaq 2 q abcde f g ae 7
is proved.
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Ž . MaLet X a s g , where g is as in Lemma 8.21 or Lemma 8.22.6
Ž . Ž . < < 3LEMMA 8.23. i Let g g X a . Then M s 2 ? 3 ? 11 ? 23 and M6 a g a g
Ž .  Q g Ž .4has two orbits on G g and acts transiti¤ely on r N r g G g .2 2
Ž . < Ž . < 18 2ii X a s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 s 82, 575, 360.6
Ž .Proof. Let a, b, c, d, e, f , g and p be as in Lemma 8.21. Then by
< < < < Ž .Lemmas 8.21 and 8.22, M s 24 s M , M rZ ( Sym 3 = C ,ad g p ad g d 2
< < Ž . Ž . Ž .M s 8, C Z s M , M rO M ( Sym 3 , and M l Q s 1.p d M d ad g p 2 p a g ga g
Put A s M l Q ; then by Lemma 8.21, Z F A. Hence A is a nontrivialp a d
Ž . < Ž . <normal 2-subgroup of M , and C A F M is a 2-group. Since O Mp M p d 2 pp
s 4, we get that A is an elementary abelian of order 4 and that M (p
Ž . Ž .Sym 4 . Thus M is a dihedral group of order 8, and so N M Fd p M d pa g
Ž .C Z . In particular, M is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M . Moreover,M d p d a ga g
Ž . t Ž .there exists t in M with a, b, c, d, e, f , g s g, f , e, d, c, b, a . Notice that
t g M , and so t normalizes M . Thus we may assume that M t s M .d ad g d p d p
We claim that A l At s Z . Clearly, Z F A l At. By Lemma 8.21 a isd d
t Ž .adjacent to d, and since t g M , also a is adjacent to d. Since d a, g )d
t t Ž t.2, a / a . We claim that Q l Q F Q . Indeed, if G a da s B, i.e., ifa a d 3
t t Ž . Ž t.t/ a da s 16, then Q l Q F O M F Q , and if d g G a da ,a a 2 a da d 3
Lemma 8.6 implies Q l Qt s Z F Q . By Lemma 8.21, Q l M s Z ,a a d d d a g d
and so A l At F M l Q l Qt F M l Q F Z .a g a a a g d d
t Ž . Ž .In particular, A / A . Put E s O M . Since M rZ ( Sym 3 =2 ad g ad g d
< < tC , E s 4. Moreover, t normalizes E, and so A / E / A , E ( C , and2 4
Ž .M is a dihedral group of order 24. Let D s O M and note thatad g 3 ad g
Ž . Ž .ED s C Z D . Since D centralizes Z , Lemma 3.1 implies C DM d d M r Qa g g g
Ž . Ž .( C = L 2 . Now a subgroup of L 2 with a centralizer of an involution3 3 3
isomorphic to a cyclic group of order four clearly is a cyclic group of order
Ž .four, and so C D s DE. In particular, D is a Sylow 3-subgroup of M .M a ga g
Note that all involutions in M are contained in A j At and so conjugatep d
into Z under M and M t , respectively. Thus M has a unique class ofd p p a g
Ž .involutions. Let z be any involution in M and put C z s M la g ad g
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .C z . If 3 divides C z , z g C D s DE and z g Z . Hence exactlyM M da g a g
< Ž . < Ž .one of the following holds: z g M , C z s 2, or C z s 1. Moreover,ad g
Ž . ² :if C z s y for one of the 12 involutions y g M _ Z , then z is onead g d
Ž .of the 10 involutions in C y _ M . Thus, if r is the number ofM ad ga g
< <involutions in M , i.e., r s M rM , then r s 13 q 12 ? 10 q 24 s sa g a g ad g
133 q 24 s for some nonnegative integer s. On the other hand, since
< < 10 3M rQ s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23, r divides 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23, and we concludeg g
that r s 11 ? 23 or r s 5 ? 7 ? 23. The latter case is impossible by Burnside's
p-complement theorem for p s 23, and so r s 11 ? 23.
< < 3Hence M s 2 ? 3 ? 11 ? 23. In particular, M and M are maximala g ad g p
 4  42, 3, 5, 7 - subgroups of M . Since both M and M are 2, 3, 5, 7 -groups,a g f g b g
we conclude that M s M and M s M .a f g ad g ab g p
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< Ž . < Ž .Since G ab g s 3, we can choose x g G ab g with M F M . Since2 2 d p x
the nontrivial elements of odd order in M act fixed-point freely ona g
Ž . Ž .G g , we conclude that M s M s M s M , where y s R x .2 a g x d p a g y a g x, y4 g
< <In particular, M rM s 759, and the lemma is proved.a g a g x
We remark that in using the list of maximal subgroups of Mat or the24
classification of groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, it is not difficult
Ž . Ž .to see that M for g g X a is isomorphic to L 23 . But we will nota g 6 2
need this fact.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 8.24. Let g g G with d g, a s 3. Then g g X a j X a .1 5 6
Ž . Ž .Proof. Pick e g G with d e, a s 2 and e ; g. If e g X a , then1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g g X a by Lemma 8.18 iii . If e g X a , then g g X a j X a by5 3 5 6
Lemma 8.22.
Ž .So we may assume that e g X a . In particular, by Lemma 8.13 there4 f ga b c d e
exists an nd-path 1 y 4 y 3 y 4 y 1 y 3 y 1 with / abc s 96 s / edc.
j fd h i
Ž . Ž .By D e there exists a path 4 y 2 y 3 y 2 y 3 in G e . Note that /cded
Ž .s 32, and so by Lemma 4.7 there exists k g G deh with /cdk s 40.3
Ž . Ž .Thus by D d there exists l g G cdk . Then l is adjacent to b by Lemmac 1
Ž . Ž .8.5. By D b and / abc s 96 there exists m g G abl , and so a ; l.a 3j fk h i
Ž . Ž .Considering the path 3 y 2 y 3 y 2 y 3 in G e , we see in D e thatk
Ž . Ž ./ kef / 2688. Thus by Lemma 8.13 applied to g, f , e, k, l , l g X g forr
Žsome 0 F r F 3. Thus, by the first paragraph of the proof applied to
Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .g, l, a in place of a, e, g , a g X g j X g , and the lemma is estab-5 6
lished.
Ž .LEMMA 8.25. Let z g G . Then d a, z F 3. In particular, G s1 1
6 Ž .D X a .is0 i
Ž .Proof. Suppose not. Since G , ; is connected, there exists z g G withi 1
Ž .d a, z s 4.
a b c d e
We claim that there does not exist an nd-path 1 y 4 y 1 y 3 y 1 y
f z
Ž . Ž .3 y 1. If such a path exists, then d a, e s 3 and d c, z s 2. By Lemmas
Ž .8.13 and 8.15 this means that / abc s 16, / bcd s 2880, and c g X z j2
Ž . Ž .X z j X z .3 4
Ž . Ž .Suppose first that c g X z . Then there exists r g G cz , and we2 4ra b c z
Ž .found an nd-path 1 y 4 y 1 y 4 y 1. Hence by Lemma 8.19, d a, z F 3,
a contradiction. gc h i z
Ž .Suppose next that c g X z and choose an nd-path 1 y 3 y 2 y 3 y 13
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with V h l V h s 0. By D c there exists j g G cg with / bcj / 384.g i b 2
Ž . Ž .Replacing j by R j if necessary, we may assume that j s R h for somec k
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .k g G gh . Indeed, we may assume V g s 1, V g s 1, 2 and V g1 c h g
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 4  4 Ž .s 2, 3 or 4, 5 . Replacing j by R j in the first case, we may assumec
Ž . Ž .that the second case holds, and so k g G g with V g s 3 does the1 k
. Ž . Ž .trick. Pick l g G khi . Then l is adjacent to j and z. Since c g X z ,4 3
Ž .  Ž . Ž . <G cz s B, thus l is not adjacent to c. Let L s V j rV j x g4 x c
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4  Ž . Ž . < Ž .G cj , V j F V j q V j and Q s V j rV j x g G cj , / bcx /3 x c l x c 3
4 Ž . Ž .2880 . Then L is the set 1-spaces in a 3-subspace of V j rV j . More-c
Ž .over, since / bcj / 384, we get from D c that Q is the set of 1-spaces inb
Ž . Ž . < <a 3- or 4-subspace of V j rV j . Thus Q l L G 3, and there existsc
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m g G cj with m / g, / bcm / 2880, and V j F V j q V j . In par-3 m c l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ticular, V j l V j s V j for some n g G mjl . If n s k, V j sm l n 1 g
Ž . Ž . Ž .V j q V j s V j , a contradiction of m / g. Thus n / k, and therek c m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .exists a unique o g G kjn . Since V j s V j q V j F V j , o is3 o k n l
Ž .adjacent to l. Since h s R j , o and i are both adjacent to l and h.k
Ž . Ž .Hence there exists p g G ihol . Put q s R h . Since n is adjacent to j1 p
Ž . Ž .and o, n is not adjacent to h s R j by Lemma 2.6 applied to G o . Sincek
Ž . Ž .also p g G o , n is adjacent to q s R h . Similarly, since z is notp
Ž .adjacent to h, we see in G i that z is adjacent to q. Hence there exists
a b c m n r z
Ž .r g G nqz , and we found an nd-path 1 y 4 y 1 y 3 y 1 y 3 y 1 with3
/ bcm / 2880, a contradiction of the second paragraph of the proof.
gc h i z
Ž .Suppose finally that c g X z and choose an nd-path 1 y 4 y 3 y 4 y 14
Ž . Ž .with /cgh s 96 s / zih. Regard G cg as 1-spaces and G cg as the3 2
Ž .isotropic 2-spaces of a four-dimensional symplectic space S over GF 2 .
Ž . Ž .With the help of D c we will show that there exists y g G cg such thatb 2
Ž ./ bcm / 2880 for all m g G cgy . Indeed, if / bcg / 1440, choose y such3
Ž .that y is adjacent to b. If / bcg s 1440, there exists u g G cg such that2
Ž .¤ g G cg is perpendicular to u in S if and only if / bc¤ / 2880. Choose3
Ž .y s u in this case. By Lemma 4.7 there exists m g G cgy with / ghm s 40.3
Ž . Ž .Hence by D g there exists n g G mgh . Then n is adjacent to h and i,h 1
Ž .and since / zih s 96, there exists r g G hnz , and again we found an3a b c m n r z
nd-path 1 y 4 y 1 y 3 y 1 y 3 y 1 with / bcm / 2880, a contradiction.
This completes the proof of the claim. Pick g g G with g ; z and1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d g, a s 3. By Lemma 8.24, g g X a j X a . By the claim g f X a ,5 6 5f ge h z
Ž . Ž .and so g g X a . Pick an nd-path 1 y 3 y 1 y 3 y 1 with d e, a s 2.6
Ž . tLet j g G ghz . Then by Lemma 8.23 there exists t g M such that j is2 a g
ty1 Ž . Ž ty1 ty1 .adjacent to f , and so f is adjacent to j. Replacing e, f by e , f ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .we may assume that f is adjacent to j. Since V j F V j l V j , thereg f h
Ž .exists k g G fjh . Then k is adjacent to e and z, and we get a contradic-4
tion to the claim applied, with the roles of a and z interchanged.
THEOREM 8.26. Let M be a faithful completion of the J -triangle of groups4
Ž .M , M , M and let M be as abo¤e. Then1 2 3 4
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Ž .i M has se¤en orbits on MrM . The lengths of these orbits are 1;1 1
22 ? 3 ? 5 ? 11 ? 23 s 15,180; 24 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23 s 28,336; 27 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23 s
3,400,320; 211 ? 32 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23 s 32,643,072; 211 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 ? 23 s
54,405,120, and 218 ? 32 ? 5 ? 7 s 82,575,360.
Ž . < < 21 3 3ii M s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 11 ? 23 ? 29 ? 31 ? 37 ? 43 s
86,775,571,046,077,562,880.
Ž .iii M is simple.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv Let 1 / z g Z M . Then C z s M .4 M 4
Ž . Ž .Proof. i follows from Lemmas 8.25, 8.6, 8.14, 8.18, and 8.23, and ii
Ž .follows from i .
Ž .iii Let N be a normal subgroup of M. If N l M / 1 for somei
Ž1 F i F 3, we conclude that Z F Z F N notice that Z s Q and Z s4 i 1 1 2
. ² M2: ² M1:Q . Hence Q s Z F N, M s Q F N, and for j s 2, 3, M s2 2 4 1 2 j
² M j:M F N. Thus M s N. So suppose that M l N s 1 for all i. Let1 j i
1 F i - j F 3. Then M is a maximal subgroup of M and M is noti j j i
isomorphic to an overgroup of M in M . Thus M N l M N s M N, andi j j i j i j
Ž . < < < <so MrN is a faithful completion of a J -triangle. By ii M s MrN ,4
and so N s 1.
Ž . Ž . tiv Let t g C z and put a s M , b s M t s a , and c s M .M 1 1 4
Ž .Then z g Q l Q , and so by Lemmas 8.21, 8.18, 8.12, and 8.9, b g X aa b i
 Ž . < 4for some 0 F i F 2. It is now easy to check that d g G b Z F Q l Q4 d a b
t t tŽ . Ž .s G a, b . Thus c, c g G a , and Z s Z implies c s c and t g M .4 4 c c 4
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